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.. By the year 2000 there will be 4.000 oublic school
Ioundalions lhroughoul the U.S.

Private Funding of Public Schools:
Local Education
Foundations in Michigan
Michael F. Addonizio

Since ,he beginning of this decade. public schools in the U.S. have
been faced with a dramatic slowing of per pupil reve.nue growth
(Hanushek and Rivk,n. 1997) while both enrollments and expecta
tions for academic ach,evement continue to rise. To meet their
Students· and communit ies' expectations, local school districts in recent
years ha,-e turned increasingly to a new form of nonprofit organiza·
11011- the educational /oundation. In Michigan. 144 such nonprofit
organizations have been established by local districts to 1aise revenue
for curriculum improvements. enrichment activities. capital proJects.
and instruct i onal materials and to strengthen links between schools
and cornrnunities. Th,s activity ,n Michigan i s representative ol
activity nationally. The National Association of Educational Found,1·
tions (NAEF) estimates llm by the year 2000 there will be 1.000
public school foundations throughout the U.S. (NAEF. 1996).
While the r ise of these organizations is not unexpected in light of
the slowing of revenue growrh io1 public schools. this development
has not been viewed with universal approval. The equalization o!
educational opportunities for all children. rega1dless of the wealth of
their respective local communities, has long been an important goal
of educational policymakers. Virtually every state allo:ates scllool aid
..
to local d;stricts by means of equalizing'' formulas designed to offset
disparities in local fiscal resources.' Local education foundat ions have
aroused concern tha .t they may exacerbate fiscal disparities. For
exampl e. political economist and former U.S. Labor Secretary Robert
Reich has ch;,ractenzed these organizations as O another means by
which the privileged are seceding from the rest" (New York Times,
May 17. 1992).
i
This study examines lhe organizat on and operations of local
education foundations in Michigan and the fiscal and programmat i c
impact of nonp,ofit education found2ticns on Michigan public schools.
The study also compa,es the socioeconomi c characteristics of
foundation and nonfoundation districts and tests the hypoihesis that
residents of local drstricts wich educat ion foundations differ from
res ,dents of nonfoundation districts in terms of preferences for 1>ublic
school spending.
Section I summarizes national trends in K-12 public school spend·
iog. Section II summarizes recem trends in Michigan. including the
state·s fundamental reforms of 1994. The rise of local education
foundations in Mich,gan is discussed in Section 111. This section
summarizes key findings from our survey of local educatron
fotind.;.tions and local district superintendents and compares founda
tion and nonfoundat,on dis11icts on selected socioeconomic and
Michael Addonizio is Associate Professor, Wayne State
University
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educational variables. Section IV presents a model of local edocation
demand to test for behavioral differences between residents oi
foundation and nonfoundation distlicts. along with data for
estimation of the model. Empirical results are presented in Section V.
A sumrna1y and conclusions are presented in Section VI.
I. National Trends in Public School Spending

Fo1 the past century. public elernenta1y and secondary education in
the U.S. has enjoyed remarkably steady revenue growth. Hanushek
and Rivkin ( 1997) report that: real expenditure per pupil increased at
i
3.S percent per year over the entire per od of 1890-1990. with total
annual expenditures risi ng fcorn S2 billion to more than $187 billion.
in constint 1990 dollars. over this period. This nearly 100-fold
increase is more than triple the growth of the U.S. Gross Natior)al
Product (GNP} over this period. w ith K-12 public school expenditures
increasing from less than I percen, of CNP in 1890 to 3.,1 pe,cent in
1990.
Since 1990, however, the growth rate in per pupil expenditures
appears to have fallen precipitously. While real spending pe.r pupil
grev1 at a 3.75 percent ,ate ,n the 1980s. the growth rate from 1990 to
1993 was a mere 0,6 percent (National Center for Education St.ilistics.
199S). This lowe, growth rate is due, in part. to the return of growth
in school enrollments. which have been rising nationally since 1981.
Further. resulting fiscal pressures on public schools are exace.rbated by
the steady growth of the special education population. for whom
financial support is mandated by rederal law. On average. per pupil
expenditures for special education equals approximately 2.3 times per
pupil expenditures for regular educati on (Chaikand. Danielson and
Brauen. 1993). Moreover. the special education population commues
to grow more rapidly than the general student population, rising from
11.6 percent of total enrollment in 1990 to I 1,9 percent in !992.'
If. School Revenue Trends in Michigan
A. Spending Since 1981.
T1ends in state and local revenue per pupil from 1981·82 through
1994·95. m constant 1992-93 dollars. are presented in Table I.
As Table I reveals. total per pupil revenue fell in 1982·83 and 198384. as Michigan and the U.S. weathered a recession that began in
1979 and persisted until 1983. Real revenue then rose slowly through
1985·86. ar)d increased a robust 9.6 percent ,n 1986·87. following a
modest 1.2 percent increase ,n 1987-88. revenue rose by fully l�.s
percent in 1981"89. The 1ate of real grow,h then fell steadily from
1989·90 through 1992·93, turning negative in that year, This decline
,n real per pupil revenue growth, combined with Oat or falling enroll
ments in many Michigan school districts and increasing academic
expectations as reflected by more challenging state assessments of
pupil achievement in reading. writing, mathematics and science and
an achievement-based school accreditation program created by the
legis lature in 1994 led some distrrct.s to search for nontraditional sources
or support.
B. Michiga,1 Schoo! Finance Reform.
In 1994. the Michigan legislatuie enacted the state's most sweep·
ing fiscal reforms in more than 20 years, reducing property taxes.
increasing the state share of school funding and substantially
reducing local discretion regarding school taxation and expenditure
decisions. On the allocation side. the new legislation replaced a 20·
year-old distr ict power equalizing (DPE} school aid formula and
numerous categorical grants With a foundation formula which closely
te�ulated local per pupil revenue. Each distnct's 1993-94 combined
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Table 2
Total Current Operating Expenditures (TCOP) for local
School Districts in Michigan, 1978-79 through 1995-96

Total Current Operating Expenditures

Table 3
Profile of local Education Foundations Responding
to Survey, 1996

Year

Number of foundations

Yeacs

Year

Current $

Constant ( 1978) $

Estab!i$hed

of
Ope,at ion

1978·79

$3.500,835.368

$3,500.835.368

1995

I

I

I

I

3

1979·8 0

3.826.569.438

3.552.989.265

1994

2

0

I

2

3

1980·81

4.121.362.304

3,438.193 .296

1993

3

I

2

I

4

1981·82

4.311.715,359

3.169.213.788

1992

4

0

2

3

5

1982-83

4.389,380.997

2.922.357.521

1991

5

I

3

4

1983-84

4,6 I 4.552 .543

8

2.895,678.052

1990

6

0

0

I

I

I 9!H-85

4.899 .844.003

2.979,353.036

1989

7

0

I

0

I

198S-86

5,279.439.298

3,081,264.911

1988

8

0

2

2

4

1986·87

S.S78. 143.123

3,138,902.213

1987

9

0

1987-88

2

3

5.942.575 .941

3 .28 I .5S9.413

s

1988-89

1986

10

I

4

1.348.829,226

4

9

6.288.766.404

1989·90

6.724.945.765

3.440.045.918

1985

11

I

2

2

6.

1990-9 1

7.203.792.607

3,516.275.007

1984

12

2

t

0

}

1991-92

7.701.674.138

3.566.745.769

1983

13

0

0

0

0

1992-93

8.036.838.341

3,571,928.152

1982

14

0

0

I

I

1993·94

8.748.283.541

3.774.879.629

1981

15

0

0

I

I

1994·95

9.606.041.49 I

4.024.147.078

Total

...

7

21

25

54

199.>·96

10.253.359.164

4.186.582.485

$64.891

$19,734

$11.258

$19.539

Source: Michigan Department of Education
Ill. local Education foundations

Generally. a foundation is a non-profit. tax-exempt entity with a
board of trustees engaged in raising. managing and disseminating
resources for one or more designated purposes. such as charitable.
relieious. liteiary. scientiiic or educat ional. Foundation trustees are
generally selected from the local community and focus on raising
resources. while directors implement policies and programs.
Creating a local education foundation in Michigan is relatively simpfe.
Organizers file a four-page "Articles of Incorporat ion" form. along
w ith a $20 fee. with the Corporation Division. Corporation and
Securities Bureau. Michigan Department of Commerce. as requ;red by
Michigan·s Nonprofit Corporation Act (P.A. 162 or 1982). founda·
tions generally begin operations within 4 to 6 months of filing
"Amcles." and often exist alongside booster and parent groups that
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Avg, Fcundat,on
,e.,.enue. 1994·9S

Urban

Suburban

Rural

Total

•one foundation did not respond lo ..urban/suburban/rural"
question.
also raise funds for the local public schools. Although !heir fundraising
activities may overlap ( e .g .. caifles. sales. etc.). foundations often
focus on developing partnerships wi th corporations. individual major
donors and other foundations. and seek planned gifts through wills
and memorials. Grants are often made to teachers for innov.irive
instruct i onal pcactices . visual arts. and technology, areas seldom
supported by booster groups. further. education foundations usually
limit grants to items not normally part of the local school district
budget.
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A, Swwying fo"ndQ:ionl in Micil,gal1,
Loc.1 edue'tiooa IIo Lllld' tioo, In M>d1 I ~' n wei! >d! nli litd through
• coroputer "'.I< h 01lile> 01 bOIh the COIpoe,t"'" DrvISiOI1 . COIpara·
Mn , nd Securi l.. , 8u""u , Michrg.n Depmment 01 Commeru .nd
th. Ch'lrtabie TIU,t D,yil:oo or the Mlchi.,n AllOiney Gen... I',
oll:c, . A tot.1 01 144 loco l !d..,;.tloo f()!,md,tions "''' l3entifil:d,
QlJ<woona ire, we" l",n m.il!d to {h! !d"';.{iOO lounu,llO/"l, , nd,
II • loI\ow' !l?, to {h ei r <s<oc" te d kxal «:hool district '"pe"nten·
J ~nl$, A profile of the re,pondent, "pre""nt,d in T.ble },
As l ,b;" } LndICales, [oc.1 N ",'!LOO lourx!'lions . re "wer. lly Iound
In r",, 1.nd , uburb,n «:hooI dim"t' , Orgln,•• tooa l "l~'ity iKe! I,,·
m d during the p'riad 01 {9S5 th'oogh 191J.3, • pe rm m.,'ed t-t
" ri. bI< growth In ", I vo r pupl [tv.n", growt h, (Indeed , tile gr(,te,l
'ncrelSt '" 1oc.1 foo n&noo, occur"d m 1986, wM. reo l >tot, , nd
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Property taxes are supplemented by lump-sum and matching aid to
cover the total cost of local public education. further. the median
voter pays cnly a fraction of the total local cost. based upon her share
of total taxable property in the school district. Thus, the tax
obligation of the median vote, is given by:
where

r=

{c-k) (1-s) (VmNt)

c=
k=

total cost of public education in di strict
lump-sum aid paid to district

s=

state share of additional dollar of educational
expenditures

(

Thus. the total income of the median voter consists of private
income and her share of lump-sum aid received by the district. while
the voter's price of education is the marginal cost of increasi ng
education expenditures per pupil by one dollar.
The median voter is assumed to maximize a ut!lity function U =
U (x. c} subject to the budget constraint given by (3). A demand
function for local public educati on can the" be derived in terms of
price and income. A simple model of education demand is:

SD

Mean

SD

txpendrture

5.336

934

5,148

1,018

PRICE

.8504

.1800

.7774

.2112

INCOME

29.335.5 I

8,044.58

24,358.86

7,783.37

FREE

23.02

13.97

30.10

16.15

ENROLL

4,267.03

4.375.61

2,605.01

9.418.08

N

Independent
Variable

WLS Coefiicient

P-value

Const�nt

3147.36
(373.80)

.0000

DUMMY

2584,09
(708.78)

.0003

PRICE

-33.54
(47.59)

.1813

D'PRICE

-3232.64
(356.64)

.0000

percent of children ,n district eligible for free or
,educed price lunch under the national school lunch
act (a proxy fo, educational need)

INCOME

.06899
(.00970)

.0000

total distrrct membership (to test for economies
oi scale in the supply of education)

D'INCOME

·.01196
(.01808)

.5086

ENROLL

.0046
{.0019)

.0149

D'ENROLL

.0179
(.0133)

.1768

fREE

914.52
(476.38)

.0554

D'FREE

-2566.69
(894.63)

.00/43

rnarginal tax price faced by the disllict's med ian
voter

INCOME = rnedian family income ,n the district

ENROLL

c

390

141

Table 6
WLS Regression Coefficients for Michigan School District
E>1penditure Equation, t994-9S
(standard errors in parentheses)

E = b, � b, PmCE + b1 INCOME., b, FREE+ by ENROLL (4)
'Nhere
E = educational expenditures per pupil. including local. state
and federal funds

FREE =

Non-foundation Districts

Mean

(F.)

Substituting (2) into ( I} and rean�nging. the median voter's budget
constraint becomes:
V
V
Y�K( m )((1-S)·( l+S)) = px+cl( l -5)-f(I +S)J( ,;')
(3)
V

PlllCE =

Foundation Districts

Variable

(2)

V m = median household property valuation
V, = total p1operty valuation of district

'

Table S
Variables Associated with Public School Expenditures:
Descriptive Statistics - 1994-95

Mrueinq/ Tax Price. A district's marginal tax price of school spendi ng
is the cost to the district's median voter of increasing per pupil spend
ing by one dollar. I n a guaranteed tax base (GTO) aid system. used in
Michigan in 1993.9,1 to emblish "foundation" spending levels for
1994·95 and subsequent years. the matching rate (m) for a lccal
distr ict is the state share of an additional dollar in locally financed
educational expenditures. This matching rate. in combination with
distr i ct enrollment and the median voter's share of the local district
property tax base. determines the margin.ii tax price:
PRICE= n (V,,JV,){11( I • m))

(5)

n=

number of students i n the district

V. =

average residential state equalized valuat ion (SEV)
in the district (proxy for median household SE\/)

v, =

total SEV of the distr ict
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Int( rdL>lroC\ d'J.P<nt;ts <h,oo.ogII Ihe ,dll,m of p"blLc
fur"lm&o>!Chofli sms. TM ,"suit co<lld ,~~t;. I'>clwt\ot,. is \I>e ltole
l u OO'n~ ,e\mm 'C<lt,nu" \(J ,"I1<u.,n per PWII revenue 8fO"'Ih In
hlSt Olj,,11y high',pe " dlng l nd h.gh Income dIW le!, ~" d w en
d"tnct, I'''' >cnJ;t"",.1" "ffilLl' r,om IlOI1UJdit lO~1 s()""n

"""'n.
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Endnotes

I. Nati onally . states provided 46 percent of K-12 public school
revenues ,n 1993-94. with roost aid distributed so as to offset differ·
ences among local di stlicts in the ability to finance education. The
sole exception is New Hampshire. where state aid comprises a mere 7
pe,cenl of K · 12 public school revenue. Local property taxes. on tile
oti1er hand, provide 90 percent of school revenue, while fedecal sources
provide 3 pe1cent . (American Education Finance Association. 1995).
2. further. because of lhe mandated status of spec ial educat ion. the
expansion of special educ.tion in either scope or ,niensity would take
a Iaeger share of any new revenue in times of slow budget growth.
3. The foundation formula guaranteed each local district a per-pupil
allowance lhat ranged fcom the $4,200 minimum to a maximum of
$6,660. provided lhe district levies a local prope,ly tax rate cf 18 mills
on nonhomestead property. Specifically. local districts with 1993·94
base per pupil revenue below 54.200 are raised either to $4,200 or to
$250 over their 1993-94 level. whichever is gre.atec. Districts be�.veen
$4,200 and $6.500 in 1993-94 received a per pupil increase varying
linearly from $250 at $�.200 10 $160 at $6.500. finally. local districts
wit h 1993·94 base per pupil in excess of $6.500 were allowed an
increase of up to $160 per pupil if local voters approved "hold harm·
less" millage sufficient t o raise the additional revenue. This local
millage is levied against homesteads. up to a maximum of either 18
mills or the dist rict's pr i or year millage vote. whichever is less.
4, The annual change in the basic foundation all owance is
determined by a "final index," wh,ch may be written as follows:
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f =( R,IR,.,J( M, ., llv1,)
where
I = final index
� =total school aid fund revenue in current year

I\,., = total school aid fund cevenue in prior year

M,., • total pupil membership in prior year
M, = total pupil member.ship in current year
The annual basic foundation allowance is determined by:
Bf, =BF,,. • I
Where
Bf,= current year basic foundation
i

Bf,. , = prio1 year bas c foundation
The local foundation allowance for an individual distcict is determined
as follows:
Lf, =LI,.,+ 2b - [(b-$50) • (LF, ., - $4,200) i (C-$4,200))

where

lf, = district's cucreni year foundation allowance
lf,.,

= district's pnor year foundation allowance

b = I"BF,., = current year increase in bas. ic foundation
allowance

c = Bf, = current year basic foundation allowance

5, from 1973 through 1993·94. Michigan required direct voter
approval of local school taxes. Since 1994,95 district spending levels
under the foundation system were linear transfocmations or prior year
spending (see Addonizio. Kearney and Prince. 1994) and local school
districts serve a single purpose. 1994-95 d,stnct expenditures are likely
to conform to the predictions of a median-voter model.
6. Because sampling theory reveals that the erro1 team will be a
function of the size of the populat ion tested (hetecoscedasticity).
ordinary least squares would be an inappropriate estimation
technique (see. for example. Kmenta. 1971. 322·26).
7. The estimated pr ice elasticity of demand for education spending for
the combined sample obtained horn a natural Jog fo11n of spending
model is approximately equal to the po,nt elasticities reported above.
This estimated expenditure equatron is:
In£= In $.72 · .1294 In PRICE� .2699 In INCOME
(.0207)
(.21 j (.0130)
Adj. R2 = 278
Tile small standard errors indicate that the coefficients are statistically
s,gnificant at the .01 level. This log form is a popular functional form
!or economic models because each slope coeff icient may be inter
preted as the ( constant) elasticity of the dependent variable with
respect to the independent variable (see, for example. Kelegiao and
Oaies. 1981, 102-4).
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other districts so that disparities continue to be lessened. Local
districts were given the option of requesting voter approval for three
additional enhancement mills for up to three years. This local option
will be replaced by a regional enhancement millage option beginning
with the 1997·98 school year. The regional enhancement millage must
be approved a majority 01 voters within an imerrrrediate school distr ict
thereby broadening the tax base. and improving equity in te,ms or
property wealth.

Table I

District Characteristics - 1993-94

DiSliict A

District 8

District C

$90.826

$84,8$5

$110.656

Pupils (FT£)

2.935

2,275

3.472

Operating Mills

25.98

27.76

3042

Total Revenues

Srl.639.4H

$8.822.812

$13.464.419

Toral Expenditures

S13.052,616

$9,431.230

$13.676, 139

$4.447

S4.14S

$3.939

$2,359.468

$4%.948

$1 .944.267

$34,896

$40.396

144.50)

446

269

i,129

-�27

S348

457

284

�21

free & Reduced Lunch

41.2%

205%

94%
.

l)rop Out Rate

12.2%

,t.6%

0.8%

Completion Rate

59.4%

84,0%

96.4%

State EQ<>alized Value/PIJpil

A Study of Reform's Impact

The purpose of this study is to examine the impact Mich1gan·s
finance reform has had on three of the low revenue distr icts. This
resea1ch is very important because other researchers' have pointed
out that while total dollars for educauon have increased significantly
ever the years. the number or new dollars coining into any d;strict at
one time has been relatively small. This research focuses on three
Michig;)n districts that received signif icant revenue increases for the
1994-95 school year. Although these districts will continue to receive
more dollars per pupil ove, the next five or six years. the amount of
the incre2se will not be nearly as much as they received during the
first year .
This study examines changes in revenue and how these revenues
were used by the districts. Analysis has been limited by the fact that
the 1994·95 was the first year of reform. Financial reports were not
completed by the districts until December 1995. and the MOE
released the information in January 1996.
There were 31 distr icts (out of 524) whose local and state revenues
were bel ow $4.200 in 1993·94. The low revenue districts are located
in the upper peninsula. northern lower Michigan. and southwestern
Michigan. Constraints. such as lack of funding and professional
commitments. limited travel to distant sites. The three districts that
were selected lor analysis a,e all located in southwestern Michigan.
The three districts do differ in many ways. including enrollment growth
and socio·econornic status.
In addit ion to five years of financial data obtained from MOE. 1994·
95 board minutes for each district were. reviewed for information on
changes in staffing. curriculum and other areas that may have been
impacted by reform. �lfter a ieview and ana lysis of the financial data
and the t>oard minutes. conversations were held with the supetinten
dcnt and/or business administrator to clarify and respond to
questions about the data. These central office personnel offered
insights into the effects of reform on their districts that may not have
been evident in the other da12. Each conversation lasted approxi mately
I· I 12 hours. District personnel were promised anonymity.
Changes in Revenue in the Districts
Table I summa,izes the characteristics oi the three selected
districts. All three districts lev Jed below the state average rnill rate in
1993-94. Since the state aid membership formula rewarded for 1�"{;31
effort. these districts placed themselves in the low revenue category.
District C had the highest State Equalized Value (SEV) per pupil: in
fact. the property wealth in Distr:ct C combined wiU1 its low millage
rate put this district (like Onaway) into the position of being a low
revenue. out·of-forrnula distr ict. thus making its state aid categor ical
grants sl!bject to recapture.
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Total Expenditures/Pupil
Fund Balance
Average Teacher Sala,y
Rank in State
Administra�ve &
Sus,ness Costs/Pupil
Rank ,n State

I

So

Rankings were computed b\• MOE based on 52q districts.
Source: Information provided by Michigan Department of Education.
Lack of taxpayer support of millage requests is part of the history of
these districts. which is why they arc low revenue. District A is a
resort area; a lot of the property is owned by non-residents. Many
students a1e Uansient. children of migrant workers who come here to
work during the tourist season. The residents of the district have low
incomes. as evidenced by the high percentage of f1ee and reduced
lunch students. and not inclined re increase property taxes..l\dminis
trators in Districts 8 and C described their voters as conservative. In
District 8. property ownecs have seen the valuation of their property
inc,ease as new. expensive houses are being built on many of the
srnall lakes within the district. District C has a large number
(approximately 2.000) of pr ivate. parochial school stodents within its
boundaries. Although the district has no proof. administrators are
inclined to believe. that the parents of these students were unwilling
to tax themselves for schools they do not use.
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T' ole 2 po'ovi<\e, the inf",m,twn ">td by the Md1i g,n o.pmmem
of Tr..,UiY to c. !cul.1e (.ch di, U>::I's 199)·94 bm [oo nd.tOon , 11ow,nee, Included in this c. lcu l. tion w<re tile .mounts co llected in 100;,1
pro >",rty t>xes ,nd p, yowm; on I"u 0/ t. "'S {PILOT) . Rev. n""
rtc">td fmm t tl< ,t, t. In ttl< form o f ,tate membtrshlp ., d ,nd
,.legOl;.;;,1 aid we re ' dded . fiCA m, , <.teg",,,,1 th.t h.d bu n
. dded dUring the 1991 -93 school yw. FOI m.nY)'em the mte hId
p,id the .mplo)'Cr 'h'" 01 f iCA. In tile I. te 1980... tile mt. hld 100;.1
dis!II ,t, p,y I ICA btlt direc!ly reimbursed tilt distri ct,. In 1991-9l.
dlst<lc!s be~,n accoo nti ng [OJ IICA os, rev<nLJ< ,nd ">",ndi t,,," , ,nd
DtC,u>e it 1'1" I, "(led. Clt<gO/lCl l &"nl, i!
,ubj<C! to I",'pt""
for t hose d istricts !h't we" ou!·of-folmu l, In 1993·94, FICA
leimbul>ernen t wl, flO" n .1 70 p(IC(nt 01 !h •• mount rec.i",d in
19'12-9 ) , Sirl" th' mid · 1970<. Md1 ig, n districtl ho d been p,)ing ll ~
j)<rcent 01 rot",rm nt com lor ils ,mployers : the s.r:m p. id th '
"mor ning , moon !. The blse foon d'!loo e, lcul. tlOn included !h •
• mou nt the mte h.d p;l rd for tile diWiC!'S emplo)«, du ""p' the
199)-94 ..:hool )'Car. In .dd,t>On, IS.7 pel«O! 01 wil , ! , di s!rKt had
'P.nt rn fun d b.allOC. wls rol led In (o th ! t.ku l, lioo., r!ven e>e ,
Tt.. "",thod of (.h l'Mil !h e b;ls. r, ilt\ qe>e,!IO/lS, for e""mp l.,
DrWICt C lost , Imost $100,000 in recl ptu re during 1'193-94, While
,"coptu," w", nm e,lculmd.,. " w n ~. It . l,,, wa, rot ,ubtr. md
OIl! 01 tt.. , l, le ,"wnu.", !h. "by OWISUtlng the d,W<:t', rewnue;
10 ~dd i !i{ln , c,ntr. 1oIf", administrator, Q\J ,,~on th . "" lu'lOn o ltht
expendittJie 01 food b, l.oc"" , r",'"nu,
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",u ltd loss of "wn ut to d"Uld' . In 1992·93, ';(V< In the It. l< were
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Exp ondituro, for S~I.,ie • • Ben .fit.. St.ffing and Curriculum
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Table 3
District A - Expenditures as a Percentage of Total Budget

1990·91

1991-92

1992-93

1993·94

1994.95

Salaries

41.7

47.4

47.3

46.4

42.4

Benefits

7.6

8.4

8 .9

12.1

IS.S

Purchased Serv

0.8

0.7

0.9

0.8

I. I

Supplies

V

1.7

1.9

1.5

2 .4

Other

0.3

1.0

o.s

0.5

0.3

53.(

S9.2

59.S

61.3

61.6

Salaries

17.7

20.S

20.7

18.S

16.3

Benefits

36

4.1

4.4

54

6.4

Purchased Serv

7.0

5 .1

5.4

59

59

Supplies

2.1

2.2

2.1

2.3

4,5

Othe,

16.6

8.6

7.8

6.5

8.8

Total Support

47.0

40.S

404

386

38.4

Salaries

594

67.9

68.0

64 9

58.7

Benefits

11.2

12.6

13.3

17.6

21. 8

Purchased Se,v

7.7

5.8

62

6.7

S.9

Supplies

4.8

39

40

39

4.S

Other

16.9

96

8,4

7.0

9.1

100.0

998

99.9

100.0

100.0

INSTRUCTION

Total Instruction
SUPPORT

DISTRICT TOTAL

TOTAL

Oisoepancies in addition due to rounding.

Source: Computed by author from informat i on r,om MOE.

In reviewing the data in Table I. we can see that District A is clearly
al lhe low end in the slate for teacher salaries and ,drninistrative
costs: District B is below the median for these personnel costs.
Although Distnct C was on the highe, end of the rankings for teacher
salaries. it is almost fast in administrative costs. These are not districts
that are leading the state in salanes in 1993·94. and for 1994·95 these
three districts approved only three percent or less across the board
salary increases. The need to use such a significant port ion of the
revenue increase for mandated benefits arises because of the way the
base was calculated and not by increases in personnel or huge salary
sett lements.
District A has begun many new progiams targeting its very needy,
at-risk population. One such program is a four level cu11iculum
delive,y system which gives students alternatives to a traditional high
school curriculum. One part of this curriculum is a half day of
academic and vocational classes with the other half day devoted to
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tutorial programs and other student support systems. According to
board minutes. early reports by the administration to the board of
education state "learning is up and discipline problems are down.· A
pilot school/court liaison program is in place. An all day kindergarten
in a multi-age setting has been implemented. In the elementary grades.
a multi-age continuous progress curriculum is provided with teams of
teachers ( consisting of regular classroom teachers . special education
teachers and Title I teachers) working with students. These programs
are serving as models for others across the stare and appear to be in
keeping with some of the recommendations or Miles• and Odden and
Clune• as ways to reform education and better utllize existing
resources. Central office administrators stress that these programs have
no connection to finance reform. The new superintendent is
responsible for bringing these innovations to the district. and they
were started before reform. The innovations have been funded by
usin� a fund balance that had been allowed to grow ove, the years by
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Table S
District C - Expenditures as a Percentage of Total Budget

1990-91

1991-92

1992-93

1993-94

!994·95

S,laries

48.5

49 I

52 6

4 8 .6

46 9

Benefits

8.8

8.8

9.9

12.7

15.8

Purdlased Serv

0.2

0 .1

0.3

0.2

0.3

Supplies

2.9

3.3

2 .8

2.5

2.6

Other

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.2

60.5

61.4

65 7

64.1

65.8

Salaries

19.6

19.6

19.7

17.7

16.9

Benefits

2.9

3.0

).2

4.1

5.5

Purchased Se,v

6.5

7.1

5.8

5.4

0.6

Supplies

2.4

2.2

2.3

1.9

5.5

Other

8.1

6.7

3.5

6.7

5.7

39.5

38.6

34.5

35.8

34.2

Salaries

68.1

68.8

72.3

66.4

63.8

Benefits

11.6

11.8

13.0

16.8

21.3

Purchased Serv

6.7

7.2

6.1

5.6

1.0

Supplies

5.)

54

5.0

4.4

8.1

Other

8.3

6.8

3.6

6. 8

5.8

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

INSTRUCTION

Total Instruction

.

SUPPORT

l"ot.l Support
DISTRICT TOTAL

TOTAL

Discrepancies in addition due to rounding.
Source: Computed by author from information from MDE.
other districts in the surrounding area already have. It added staff with
its new dollars. DistJict C is growing at the rate or approximately 200
students per year: however. the st;ite uses a blended student count
(the previous year's February en/Ollrnent and the current year's
October count) for purposes of state aid. so each year the district is
behind revenue for approximately 100 students. Enrollment has
increased 47.1 percent between 1988 and 1994. Prior to finance
reform. elementary classrooms including kindergarten. had 30 or more
students per class. Additional staff reduces class size somewhat. In
addition. a psychologist and social worker have been added. The
district has six elementary school buildings. Prior to finance reform.
the district had two elementary principa ls. It was a ble to add a
principa l in 1994-95 and another one in 1995·96.
District C was able to add a prog,am for its at-risk students with the
new dollars. It had not been el'gible for low income dollars and even
if it had been. recapture would have taken most of those dollars away.
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Like District B. this district is using otherwise unemployed te.chers to
work as instructional aides to p,ovide services for at-risk students.
District C has a very high graduation rate. so it is not surprising that
additions to the cuiriculum have been at the high school level.
Additions include advanced placement courses. advanced co,nputer
applications courses. and specialized English classes. District C is the
only district or the three districts studied to have schools that have
achieved summary accreditation based on their high scores on the
Michigan Educational Assessment Program (MEAP - Michigan's
assessment tool).
District C is also working to bring change in the teacher salary
schedule. For example, once a negotiated settlement is reached with
teachers. $2.000 is subtracted from steps I and 2. The argument for
this action is that it represents the job market. There are far more
teachers than positions: the board of education wants tea.chers to
make a commitment to the district before receiving more dollars. In
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Private citizens and officials... hailed the new law as the
"Minnesota Miracle."

Financing Education in
Minnesota: A Tradition of
Progress, 1971-1998
Mary Jane Guy

Minnesota School finance Background/History

Minnesota has been viewed as a progressive state in the area of
education. In addition to charter schools. it has ,nitiated many
reforms since the 1970' s which ushe1ed in the "Minnesota Miracle" ,n
the 1970's that set the stace on a path of educational reform. However.
when we examine the legal precedents and history of Minnesota school
finance since the 197o·s. we note that most K-12 educational finance
1eforms have not involved signif icant. prog,essive or "pacesetting"
financing changes unt il recently and are rather conventional or tradi·
tional.
In 1997 afte1 a tense s1<1ndoff over cax breaks fo1 private school
tuition, Minnesota lawmake1s agreed on a $6. 7 billion. two-year
education finance bill th2t n,akes far reaching changes in the public
.
.
school system of Minnesota.' The . Students first. plan constitutes a
shift away ilom the state's traditional emphasis on funding school
disvicts and focuses on giving students and their families money to
use as they wish.' This along with legislation passed in the sp11ng of
1997 to establish the first statewide testing prog1arn' has been hailed
by Robert J. Wedi. the state education commissioner. as " ...the most
significant reform in ou1 history."' The recent furor over low test scores
in the Twin Cities. caused legislators in the 1997 legislative session to
approve a $ IOO million increase ove1 two years in compensatory aid
(anti-pove1ty funds) for a total of $360 million that woold go di1ectly
to schools rather than districts.'
The state's approach to educational finance is still a modif ied
"foundation" approach. even though restrictions have been placed on
local school districts to supplement the foundation level. Today. how
eve1. 1·,iinnesota is almost completely responsible for the availability of
new revenue for public schools. As ,n many states today. elementary
and secondary education in Minnesota 1s financed through a
combination of state collected taxes (primality income and sales) and
i
property taxes collected locally in acco1dance w th a constitut i onal
mandate that requires a thorough and efiicien1 system of schools.
Minnesota's education a1t1cle is one of the most strongly wo1ded
educational mandates expressing the notion of a 1epublican system
of common schooling in America:
The stability of a repuotican form of government depending
mainly upon the inLeUigence ol the people. it is the duty of the
i
leg slature to establish a gene;al and uniform system of public
schools. The legis lature shall make such p1ovisions by taxation
or othe,wise as will secure a thorough and eff,cient system of
public schools throughout the state.>
Mary Jane Guy is Associate Pro fesso r, Winona State
University
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The Minnesota Miracle

Numerous cou1t challenges throughout the United States in the
1970's have reflected the gene1al consensus that an overhaul of school
funding was due. In Minnesota. the Governor and legislatu1e in U1e
1970's initiated changes which brought the state's school financing
system more inl.O alignment with its constitutional mandate "to
establish a general and uniform system" of education. In 1971 the
Omnibus Tax Act sought to equalize tax effort of property owne,s in
Minnesota while promoting greater equalization of school expendi·
tures throughout the·state.
Minnesota state support for e lementary and secondaiy education
initially was based sole ly on Tnte1est income from the permanent school
fund. Supplement.al stale aids. were distributed as early as 1915 and
the state attempted an equalization approach to sl<lte aids in 1947.
foundation aid. established by the 1957 legislature. was mea.nt t o
provide an adequate basic educat,on and t o compensate fo1 variations
of property wealm among Minnesota to advantage poor school
districts. The method of computing the foundation aid remained the
same until passage oi the Omnibus Tax Bifl in 1971.
Prior to the Serrano decision'. Minnesota Governor Wendell
Anderson proposed his "fair School financing Bill." The reform in
educat ional finance that followed was a compromise between various
forces based oo this Governor's proposal. It ignored features to equal
ize pee pupil expenditures. but made major changes in reducing tax
inequities throughout the state. The shift in financing and the change
in emphasis was so great that a federal bi-partisan commission
composed of p1ivate citizens and officials at all government levels.
hailed the new law as "the Minnesota Miracl e."
School aid 1eform was also addressed during a special session of
the 1971 legislature that made substantial changes in the philosophy
and rnethod of linancing K-12 education. The foundation aid (ormula
shifted the primary revenue-rais ing responsibility lor school operating
funds from local to state level. It defined a "standard cost" pe1 pupil
unit to provide an adequate education; it established an ·allowed"
level of expenditure for each district dete1mined by the relationship of
the district's maintenance expenditure to the mnda1d cost in that
year. The "allowed expenditures" were financed for the first time by a
found.tion aid formula Which provided poorer school distcicts with
proportionately more state finapcial assistance. The financial aid
formula increased equalization in expenditures by providing "low cost"
districts with additional power to increase allowed expend,tu1es
annually; and it placed stllngent limits on school district mill rates fo1
maintenance purposes.
Prior to 1971 schools in Minnesota we1e financed by a combination
of state and local monies \vith about &% from federal sources. The
state sh.re was diYided among three aid programs. foundation aids.
categorical aids. and tax ,elief aids. Excess referendum levies were part
of the Minnesota Miracle. School distncts had been able to levy_ with
voter approval. amounts for district operational costs beyond levies
speci!ically authorized in Minnesota. Local school boards had much
greater flexibility in deciding then own levies and the levy was limited
la1gely by the need for money and the ability and willingness of the
property taxpaye1s in the district to provide resources. The 1971 law
was the first effect ive state-imposed and voter-controlled levy limit on
school district levies. It prohibited school district levy increases above
state statutory limits unless local voters approved the increase by
referendum.•
In the decade following the "Minnesota Miracle," numerous
15
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1991 that the leg slature had equalized more of the st,,te funding, with
the pe,centage oi uniform basic revenue rising roughly frorrr 67.5% in
1984 to 90% by 1990.)
Today the general education formula is an " equalized" formula-the
state pays in aid the difference between what is raised by the local
levy and the fom1ula allowance. The portion that rs local levy can be
determined by compar ing a drstr,crs adjusted nee tax capacity per
pupil unit to the equalizing factor. The equalizing factor is determined
by divi ding the basic formula allowance by the tax capacity rate. for
1997·98, the equalizing factor calculation is : $3.5811.374 = $9.57$.
The basic revenue allowance for each district for the 1997·98 school
year is $3.581 per pupil unit. State aid of $2.6 billion and property tax
levy of $1.4 billion provide the basic revenue for all districts. The total
of all state aid is $3.3 billion. and the total levy amount is $2.3 billion.
State revenue comes from compensatory revenue for free and reduced
lunch. operating sparsity 1evcnuc for small and isolated schools.
Beginning in 1996·97 . the basic formula increased by $300 per pupil
unit rep1ese.nt1ng the 'roll,,n" of transportation and training and
experience revenue.
Additional revenues are provi de from Transportation Sparsity
Revenue which p;ovides districts with additional funding based on
lhe number of pupil units per square mile. The operating Capital
Revenue formula will allow for increases in technology this year. In
1997·98 a district$' supplemental revenue is the same per pupil amount
as the district received 1n 1992·93. However. supplemental revenue is
reduced by S 100. represem,ng the increase in the formula allowance.
This revenue is an aid and levy combination in the same ratio as u,e
district's general education revenue allow. A total of $5.4 mill ion in
supplemental revenue was allocated to about 32 districts in 1987 · 98.
Educational Investment
The Minnesota lcgista,ure will conduct the 1998 legislative sess ion
with a record budget surplus. Today forecast ,evenues exceeded fore·
cast expenditlires by $2.3 billion due t o a robust economy. Governor
Carlson wants to spend most of the new money on property tax
relief. but there will still be hundreds of millions available for opportu·
nHies for education in the form or budget supplements. tax c1edits
and deductions. and capital improvements in the future.
The regional impact or the funding changes contained in the the
omnibus 1991 K· 12 bill and the changes in the distnbution or revenue
among school districts reflects a geographic distribution of new money
over basel,ne amounts for FY 98 and fY 99. Statewide there has been
a 4.9% increase over the FY 99 base: in non metro areas a 5.6%
increase: JO suburban metro areas, a 3.7% increase and in the Twin
Cities of Minneapolis/St. Paul, a 5.9% increase based on per pupil unit
general education revenue amounts. Statewide per pupil increases when
measured against the base amounts for fiscal years 1998 and 1999 are
3.5% and 4.9% respect ively. Additional new money pumped into the
K· 12 system this past leg i slac,ve session ($6.1 billion for the K·12
appropriation- a total revenue increase of 14% over the previous
biennium) has affected the spread in school district revenue when
measured by the $th al\d 95th percentiles or general education
revenue because of the added Compensatory Revenoe-from $836 per
pupil unit in fY 97 to $1.00S in FY 99 under the conference committee
proposed amounts."
In an ana lysis of changes in school Funding in Minnesota over the
past two years. Augen btic k and Myers ( 1997) point to marginal
revenue growth above ,nfiation." Generally in Minnesota. school
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districts spend what they get. They may build up a balance or go into
debt. so the best data to examine for how school distrkts are faring 1s
school district revenues. Considering all funds, the most current
revenue figures [including revenue to pay for buildings) in 1998. the
revenue per average daily membership is $6.264. a .0067 percent
increase over fY 1997 which was $6,222. What is slated in current
law for fY 1999. however is $6.786. a 2.5% increase."' "A few years
ago in Minnesota we had 59 school districts with operating debr.
This year only ro districts have bee.n eliminating their operating debt
through consolidation. so Minnesota ·s 362 schOol disiricts are in pretty
good shape.""
Education ,s the largest single item in the state's general fund
budget. accounting for about 33·34 percent of total spending (this
percentage includes a relevant portion of property tax reduction aid).
Higher education in Minnesota receives only 10 to 11 percent." Total
state and local revenue for schools increased over 128 percent since
1985. When adjusted for inflation. the increase is 46.2 percent
despite the fact that as economic grov/lh has slowed while student
populat i on has increased. Revenue per student. adjusted for inflation
has increased by 22.3 percent from fY 1994 to fY 1997. It is estimated
that tOtal school district revenue ior e,iCh student (ADM) Will average
$7.191 during the 1996·1997 school term-this includes funding frcni
state. local. and federal sources ."
State funds for K-12 have particularly increased for career teacher·
family programs. youth service. alternative delivery or specialized
instructional services and other programs to meet the needs of
targeted children and youth. ln 1994, an additional $1 million was
appropriated for violence prevention grants with another $ I million
appropriated for youth apprenticeships and establishing the connec·
tion between youth and community service."
Selected Education Issues and Policy Trends Affecting
Minnesota School Finance
The constitutional requirements or Minnesota. the current
statutory framework for education finance. the history of litigation.
and developing legal theory have all recognized and anticipated the
pacesetting reforms lo achieve greater equity and accountability that
have taken place recently with the passage of the 1997 Omnibus Tax
Bill for K· 12 education. For example in H.F. 350. Article I. Section 25
we read:
Financing the education of our children is one or the state
government's most important funct,ons. In performing this
function the sl.al.e se,ks to p1ovide suffici,nt funding while
encouraging equity. accountability. and incentives toward
quality improvement. To help achieve these goals and to help
control future spending growth. the state '>ill fund core instruc·
i
t on and related support services. will facilitate impro\<enlent in
the qual ity and delive1y of programs and services. and will equalize
tevenues ra,sed locally for disc,etionary purposes."
In 1989. the Minnesota legislature first addressed the issue of the
proper locus fo, democratic conttol in the state. The legislature adopted
general principles and a policy statement to guide state·local finance
reform which stressed accountability. i.e. a preference for state fund·
ing of state·rnandated activities and local funding of local decisions."
In 1991. the Minnesota leg slature adopted a rn,ssion statement for
i
education which emphasized such concepts a s "participatory
decision-making." "accountability." and integration and coordination
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passed permissive legislation in 1987 allowing school boards to enter
into an agreement with a ··school site decis ion making team." This
council can be thought of legally as a "mini-school board," that can
decide tools and policies in curriculum, discipline. budgeting. hillng
and f iring of personal as a team consisting of the principal. 1ep1esen·
tativcs from staff. parents. students. members of the community.
Schools may now voluntarily enter into performance contracts. but
more pressure may be brought to bear on accountability for previous
state compensatory dollars. The 1997 compensatory aid package
provides $ I 00 million more aid that would not ao to the school
districts but directly to school sites. based upon the number of
students qualified for free and ieduced lunch. Di scussion Jn the last
session. however. hinged upon how the aid should be calculated and
defining what is a learning site."
Charter Schools (Formerly called Outcome-Based Schools)

In 1991, the Minnesota legislature enacted a bill authorizing school
dist1icts to sponsor a limited number or charte, schcols. The original
amhorization of 35 cha,ter schools v/as increased to 40 in 1995. By
1996·97, 20 charter schools have been approved for operatJon. but
only 19 are opeiational. The number of students now enrolled in
charter schools in Minnesota authorized as of Janua,y, 1997 is t.814
(Minnesota Tax Payers Association. 1996. p. 26). lawmake1s in 199S
appropriated S7S.OOO for the state board of education to evaluate the
performance of charter schools. Money for the school comes from the
state in tile form of general education aid (which now Includes both
transport.tion aid and capital equipment aid. The 1991 law authoriz
ing school boards or the state board or education to pe.rmit one o r
rnore teachers to form schools made charter schools eligible for other
aids. grants. and revenues from the state as though 1he school were a
school district.''
The 1997 "Students Fi,st" plan lifts the CU!fent 4 0 s· chool cap on
the number of charter schools in the state and mandates that the
$350 million in compensatoiy aid conta1 ned in the bill follow
students to schools. rather than be spent at the district level. It
des ignated $50,000 grants to help with st.rt·up costs of charter schools.
created grants for buildi ng repairs. and allowed highei education
institut ions to sponsor charter schools. This plan could benefit large
urban school districts in Minneapolis and St. Paul that serve large
number oi low-,ncome children. "Some sites CO\Jld receive as much as
$ I million to spend as they see fit to improve educational outcomes
for poo;fy performing students.''"
Standards-Based Reform

Minnesota has ,anked very high compared to other states on most
standard measures of student achievement. while spending only slightly
higher than the national average per pupils." The state board of
education led the nation in adopting Outcome-Based Education (08E)"
and new g1adu.Llon standards. By 1991. funding ($1.35 million for the
biennium) was provided for grants to selected school districts to serve
as demonstration sites." In 1993 the Minnesota legislature
updated the Minnesota Educational Ufectiveness Program (MEEP) to
specify expected p,ograrn outcomes." In August 199S. the mission
of MEEP has been to prepare schools for implementing graduate
..
standards and the federal Goals 2000" efforts. The 1995 law appro
prrated $775,000 eacb yea, (FY 1996· 1997) 10 achieve educational
effectiveness.4'
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Technology

In 1995. the Omnibus Education Act included an entire article
devoted to technology initiatives with a total of $26.8 million
appropriated over the FY 1996·97 biennium. $5.4 million was funded
fo; instructional transformation technology grants: $800.000 in FY
r 996 for iegional library telecommunicat i ons aid foi data access.
technology. and technical support. and promotion to electronic
access to the public; $800.000 for grants to continue Internet access:
$6.387,000 for lnte,active televis ion \vith substantial increases for capital
expenditure equipment and statewide telecommunications access
1ouling system. In 1996, lawmakers added another S 11.9 million 10
fund various technology projects during the 1996·97 bienaium.

Conclusion

Many Minnesotans today see these educational initiatives lo the
199o·s as a triumph for choice . Tax dollars can now be provided on a
tuition basis either by public schools 01 b-; groups or public school
teachers. Minnesotans can probably look to many more charter schools
as families create a market ior summe, schools and other services with
newly acquired tax-credit dollars. Educat,onal Commissioner Wedle
commented on these revolutionary developments in tt1e state of
Minnesota: "It's M longer what the system can provide... Now
parents have some resources to pu,chase educational services.''"
Greater demands are now being placed on a traditional finance
system and the taxpayers in Minnesota to effect these prog,essive
policies. Because of the ever-increasing concentration of pco1 and
needy children in urban schools. inadequacies in U1e levels of basic
funding are becoming more appa;ent. Minnesota education was found
..
by the Minnesot. Supreme Court to be adequate" in 1991. Indicators
or inadequacy today. however. include low achievement and test scores.
high dropout rates and poor attendance. particula1ly among disadvan
taged students in urban aieas. As more and more courts throughout
..
the United States begin to target "adequacy in equity rulings.
adequacy and accountability will become mo,e central issues. The
.
growing revelation of educational .. inadequacies . in Minnesota may
force lawmakers in this state to redefine a basic education relative to
the proper funding of standards-based reform.
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pro lific and well-published scholar- not because he was a ··critical
pedagogue·· and ··1iberatory educator'· (in the Paulo Freire mold)
before these terms was invented.
DuBois was an "educator· in the broadly defined sense of one who
communicates: who stimulates, challenges. critiques. stirs-up. arouses
... who questions. A classroom is one arena for this education to ta.ke
place. But we must move beyond the classroom to pursue a meaning·
ful definition of W.E.B. DuBois as "educator." or to interpret an un
derstanding of his educational philosophy.
DuBois educated as a social critic. as a social activist. as a
challenger of the polit ical and economic status-quo. He educated as a
Don Hufford
voice for the powerless: as a foe of injustice. racism, discrimination,
exploitation. and imperialism. He educated as a champion
capitalist
.
The '\vho·· or W E.B. DuBois (J868·196l) is in ··the eye of the
behol der · · He has been interpreted as being an historian, sociologist.
of the oppressed. of women's rights. of the disenfranchised. of the
journalist. editor. novelise. poet. and scholar. He has been credited
miseducated. He educated through Che pages of The Crisis and other
periodicals. H e educated through his novels. his poetry, his research
with- and blamed for- being a politically agitating gadfly who
and scholarly wr iting. his newspaper columns. He educated through
grandfathered the Civil Rights Movement. He has also been
denigrated by those who do not consider him 10 be radical enough as
journal articles. and lectures. He educated through hrs extensive
a traitor t o th,s same "cause. · He has been recognized as a
correspondence with both the powerbrokers and the powerless of the
passionate. art iculate defender of the ideals and principles of a demo
world.
cratic so:iety. yet condemned for art iculating socialist ideals and for
A caveat rnay be necessary at this point. The attempt to distill an
educational philosophy from the prolific literary productivity and long
joining the Communist Party in his 95th year. He was a pragmatic
life experiences of a ,nan such as W.E.B. DuBois is by its very nature
p.viot who could. write: ··our country,s at war ... this is OUR war.
We must fignt it with every ounce of blood and treasure:··, but who
an interpretive process. And ... it must be remembered that such an
later renounced his U.S. citizenship to become a citizen of Ghana.
interpretation is always circumscribed by !he existentially defined··self"
of the interpre.er. We often find what we are looking ror. and may
He 1•:as a champion or the powerless masses. but was criticized for
create an hermeneutical ··self-fulf illing prophecy."
his failure to interact and to personally ··connecf' with che common
man. He was a prophet- in the 6 iblical sense- but without
The process of defining a DuBois "educational philosophy-· involves
appropriate honos in his own land.'
not just an intellectual analysis and evaluat i on. but also an emotional
The list of differing understandings of DuBois the ··individual" goes
· even spiritually tinged · assessment of a man who was complex. not
always consistent. sometimes ambiguous in word and deed. DuBois
ori. To interpret DuBois as an educational philosopher- as this paper
was not a perfect man. He made mistakes. His life was a mirror
dces- is 10 open the door to divergent hermeneutical possibilities.
reflecting both human strength and frailty. He could be a pa,adox of
and to ddinitional challenges from both philosophers and educators.
controlled rage and reconciliation. He was a man whose life bridged
A thesis may. however. be offered- and defended- that there ,s an
bio
two centuries- who possessed the genetic strains of divergent
implicit philosophy of education woven into the fobric of the writings
logical and cultural inheritances. who merged classical learning with
of W.E.8. DuBois. This philosophy is found imbedded in his works or
practical educational expediency, and who was continually forced to
creative liction as 01ell as in his non-fiction. autobiogr.phical, and
seek reconciliation of opposite tendencies in both his own personality
academic writings. Jt is possible to extract from his \vritings- and life
experiences- an educational philosophy whrch ,nay be used to better
and the world in which he lived.
DuBois left an intellectual and moial legacy for scholars to interpret
undermnd the contenuous educational battles of the 1990s- battles
and for social activists to app ly. To study the educational thought ol
wh:ch in his words are ··as old as the ,wJrld and as young as the babe
this rnan is to find oneself replenished in 1nind and spirit- but strangely
born tonrght.">
DuBois had an early flirtation with academ,c philosophy. and he
discontented. There is much in such an intellectual/spiritual exposure
thai is paradoxical. conllicted. incons,stent. and disturbing. There is
once delined the core of his "self" by proc1airn1 ng. "I arn a teacher!··,
also much that is steady. uplifting, intellectually stimulating. and
And. of course. he was. He spent much of his 9S years as an
spiritually healing. To exper ience with Ou Bois an educational search
educator. Many years were spent in front or a classroom. and many
for Truth, Goodness. and Beauty is to experience a parallel search fo,
with pen in hand producing the wo,ds that would sting the
Social Justice and Human Dignity for all. It is to be 1eminded of how
conscience of a nation. But in defining DuBois as an ··educator'' it is
mankind has trivialized the great questions about life's meaning.
important to recognize an expanded definition of the word. DuBois
the answers. and sullied ttle search. But to engage in the
falsified
was an educator not just because of his classroom experiences- not
because he taught young children in a one-room schoolhouse in a
search is to experience the hope that it represents a continuous
process of renewal or both self and societ y . It ,s to restate basic
culturally and economically impoverished rural area of Tennessee'
questions. the answers lo which must be lived in the present moment
not because he taught classic languages. and German and English.
In evaluating DuBois as an educational theorist and practitioner.
and history. and economics at the univers ity level- not because he
Herbert /.\.ptheker affirmed that in his lifetime ··no one in the United
-i,as a qualitative and quantitative researcher'- not because he was a
States was more expert in the area of t,,e nature. theory, and the
i
purposes of educat on:· 1 This rnay be an arguable conclusion when
Don Hufford is Associate Professor, Newman University
considered in llght of Aptheke(s personal affinity for OuBo,s and the

He was a prophet... but without appropriate honor in his
own land.

W.E.B. DuBois as Educational
Philosopher: Will the Real
DuBois Please Stand Up?
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humanity. Du Bois unde<stood that educators should be "led by the
knowledge that no man should be poor, nor sick, nor ignorant; but
that the humblest worker as well as the sons of emperors shall be fed
and taught and healed- and that there emerge on earth a single
unified people. free. well and educated.""'
DuBois has been denigrated by some social activists for not being
eno\Jgh of a radical revolutionary. even though he spent most of his
To better understand "the truth of WE . B. DuBois" in terms of his
life challenging oppression and injustice. It may well be th at he
contributions to educational thought I found it ,mportant to consider
.
believed his most productive ro le was that of ao intellectual agitator.
his educational ·• double consciousness." He was able to seek out
i
the gadfl\' who would sting the consc ence or a nation. He warned:
unchanging. absolute "Truth which (he.) spelled with a capital."" and
"Here comes the agitator. He is the herald. He is the prophet. He ,s
to hold it in a dynamic. creative tension with the small-letter truths or
the man who says to the world. There are evils which you do not
an existentially defined, and changing. social reality. In terms or
know, but which I know and you must listen:·" As an educator DuBois
educa1.onal purpose and method he exp1essed an Aristotelian under·
reminded those who were "called" to teach that "teachers cannot be
standing when he stated, with conviction. that ··the truth lies ever
pedants or dilettantes: they cannot be mere technicians and higher
between extremes."" The Platonist in DuBois believed thal education
actisans: they have got to be social statesmen and statesmen of high
should lead to ''a life lit by some large v,sion or beauty and goodness
order:·»
and truth."" As a liberatory educator he also understood the political
Some people have recognized this aspect of DuBois' educational
reality that .. education among all kinds or men always has had. and
persona. In discussing DuBois as an academic and a champion of the
always will have. and element of danger . dissatisfaction. and revolt.
oppressed. Eugene Holmes has written:
You cannot both educate people and hold them down.""
Last year (l was) introduced to a young African Amencan... At
mention that I was a stepson of W. LB. DuBois. the young
man responded in recognition: "Oh the Talented Tenth1 ·· This
incident confirmed for me once again how great the need is
today to make the work. the enormous contribution. and the
truth of W.E.B. DuBois known ...""

'

,

DuBois recognized the importance of a Perennialist educational
philosophy when he wrote. ·· 1 sit with Shakespeare ... move arm and
arm with Salzac and Dumas ... I summon Aristotle and Aurelius ... So
wed with Truth I dwell above the veil."" He did, however. connect
this educational view with the social activism or a liberatory
Reconstcuctionist educational philosophy. and declared that "io be
silent when Injust ices call out for redress. to fail to speak out when
pove,ty and ignorance keep some in social bondage. to muffle the
sounds of indignation and righteous anger is to fail the teacher's
call,ng,"" It was the essence oi a DuBois eclectic educational philoso
phy that he should "wish not only to make Truth known, but to
present it in such shape as to encourage and help social reform.""
When he wrote that education should be a ·· search for answers to
fundamental problems"" he expressed a "double message:" the
recognition that the search should connect the great enduring
rnetaphys,cal questions or existence to the search for answers to
questions regarding current soci al. economic. and political injustices.
DuBois' educational thinking was influenced by a concept of
humanity based on a natural rights philosophy He believed that there
is an inherent learning drive in each individual that seeks correspon
dence with a social/political right lO learn. DuBois understcod that
the individ<1al- whatever his/her racial. cultural. ethnic group
inherently wants to learn. needs to learn. has a right to learn. One
goal of a democratic society should be 10 help each individual achieve
"that exercise and unbinding of the human spir it which (enables)
mankind to reach its highest and best manifestations·· leading to ··the
fullest and roundest development or the powers or the human
being.""
The search for knowledge • and even more for critical understand
ing- is an emotional. psychological- even spir itual- drive inherent in
the self . Th,s $earch i$ an elq)ress,on or a common humanity. DuBois
warned thal any imposed barrier- racism. economic inequit ies and
exploi tation. political or social discrimination. etc.- which thw;ins
this expression is a negation of what it means to be human and oi the
right to achieve full humanity. Tile demand for equal distribution or
knowledge. and for equitable access to help in undecstanding that
knowledge. are social 1esponses to a natural right. This right
e.stablist,es a bond that helps unite diverse individuals into a common
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Literally and historically there had not been any philosophers of
freedom up until DuBois. who made it the basic theme in his
belles letters. i n his sociology. and in his history .. . DuBois
always regarded his methodology as embracing the equal rights
or human beings to str ive to live."
DuBois agreed w,th the Idealist. Plato. (and the Realist. Aristotle)
that the good life for the individual is inexu,cably bound to that of the
just society. His enduring search was for that society which would
encourage and permit the "fullest realization of the individual human
spirit." He sought for each and all "an education that encourages
aspiration... sets tl\e loftiest of ideals and seeks as an end culture and
character rather than Uust) bread-winning:·" DuBois recognized that
"culture:· "character." and ··bread-winning" are equally jeopardized
when an individual's search for self-realization is restricted by exterior
forces. He understood that "to educate" and "to libe1ate" are bianches
of the same philosophical root system. He expressed this idea when
he wrote metaphorically in one of his novels: ''When you're educated
you wont want to live ,n the swamp:·» He was well awa(e that "lO
stimulate ... untrained minds is to play w,th mighty fires:·" To "know"
provides the stimulus to "act."
DuBois believed in the Jiberatory potential inherent in the
educationally supported process of growing and expanding toward
individual possibility. because "\vhat (people) are depends on the
way they have been educated ... the vray in which their possibilities
have been developed and drawn out."" He believed that lo1mal
education should hefp devel op one·s ability to creatively harness- and
make practical use of- the tension developed between the desire for
i
self-realizati on (an indiv dual dynamic) and the call for sac11f1ml
service to others (a social dynamic).
DuBois stood for the right of every indiv:dual "10 be." but he stressed
the importance that "to do" - to act for the good of the larger society
is a complimentary and necessary obligation. He modeled the liberatory
educational theory that education is for both self and society.
He ,ssued a challenge in the form of a question: "Are we going to use
our education [01 enjoyment or for service?" " The answer(s) has/
have both individual and group i mplications. Without a social
dynamic the educational process is narrowed by an egotistic,
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2. Herbert Aptheker has described DuBois as "a kind of biblical prophet
Cultural knowledge, the f1uits of a literate. education. is empty o!
meaning unless interpenetrated with liberty. iustice, equality, and
calling the nation to the path or rectitude. warnong of the realitie.s of
retr ibution; (who) writes as one filled with a kind or national
equitable opportunities for dignified work.
consciousness
in his own people and s1mult.neously as one who is
As a scholar DuBois had much in common with \lie educational
profoundly in love with the United States of the Declaration or
thinking of such men as Robert M. Hutchins, Mortimer Adler. and
Independence and who is seeking to rnake or this land ... one fully in
Allan Bloom. I le, too. was a defender of the liberal arts uadition. and
.
accord with that immortal manifesto, . The literary Legacy of '>IE. B.
of the educational importance or the great enduring ideas or the past.
DuBois (White Plains. New York: Kraus International Publishers, 1989).
As a philosophical Idealist DuBois believed that schools should
51.
"educate ch1ldren in the broadest, hrghest way ... (because) wisdom is
In Biblical wms ·the prophet was a person with extraordinary
the principal thing.''" But. as a social activist. he also embraced
spiritual and moral insight who called the people's attention to in·
elements o! John Dewey's Pragmatism. He believed that "with this
justices and the realities of existence. DuBois v,as also a prophet as
genera! and theoretical (knowledge) must go a definite and detailed
def i ned .s one who is "an effective or leading spokesman for a cause,
object suited to the present age, this present group, the present set of
doctrine, or group." Merriam-Webster Collegiate Dictionary, tenth
problems.''" His educational philosophy allowed space for the
edition, 1993.
rou11dational wisdom of the past and the ne,v educational theories
3. W.f.8. DuBois. Wricings in Periodicals failed by Ochers. vol. J, ed.
that were slowly helping to forge a better future for "the children of
Herbert Aptheker (Millwood. New York: Kraus-Thomson Organiz,;,
all." He prayed for a liberato1y education that would be a process of ..
tion. 1982). 83.
... criticism and searching ... the insistent questioning of old ways and
4 DuBois. Tile fducatio11 of Black People; Ten C1i(iqt1es. 1906· 1960,
old deeds, ever mindful of the solemenness of world · old things (while)
ed. Herbert Aptheker (Amherst: The University of Massachusetts Press,
welcoming the things that are good and true and the eternal beauty ol
1973), 6.
both old and new .""
DuBois' early interest ,n philosophy was a basic reason for his
Today's contentious educational battles have philosophical roots;
interest in a. Harvard education: ·1 was in Harvard... to enlarge my
political right vs. political left. Christian fundamentalists vs. secular
grasp of the meaning or the universe ... above all I ,vJnted to study
humanists, progressives vs. behaviorists. public school defenders v s .
philosophy! I wanted to get hold of the basis of knowledge and
"for profit" entrepreneurs. back-to·bas1cs traditionalists vs. the
explore foundations and beginnings:· DuBois, Tile Autobiography of
p,oponents of curricular diversity -ldealisl/1\ealist vs Pragmatist/
W.£.8. DuBois. tenth printing (New York: International Publishers
Existentialist. We need to listen to W.E.8. DuBois: "We find if
Company, 1988). 132-133.
necessary lo guard carefully least undue insistence on one of these
But it was as a teacher that DuBois hoped to be remembered. At
methods ... may spoil the balance between tile (others).' '"
age 89, during a 1957 TV interview with Channel 5. Nev/ York City.
An understanding or DuBois· educational thought-as interpreted
he answered a question: "Well. the thing that I would want to be
from his writings-does not encourage us to compromise personal
remembered for would be my writing and teaching. I have liked teach·
philosophical ideals or stron�ly held beliefs: he would say ,"fight on!!·•
ing ... I have tried to teach." The Seven!ll Son; The Thought and \1/ril·
But he would remind us tlm a precarious balance is not only possible
ings of W.£.B. DuBois. ed. Julius lester (New York: Random House.
but may represent the strength of a democrat1c society, and provide
1971 ). 708. ( It is interesting to speculate on the fact that DuBois used
an ar\tidote to a "silent and solemn agreement." If. as DuBois
the singular "thing" in referring to "wnting and teaching." He viewed
..
believed .education is the foundation stone of our democracy:·"
his writing as synonymous with teaching,)
then it is important that there be intellectual rebels willing and able to
5. DuBois ' experiences in a run·dowo, ill·equipped. one-roorn school·
challenge any educational philosophy that becomes all,powerlul. By
house in the rural, segregated south did not negate his faith in
"daring to be honest rather than orthodox"" these challengers of the
education. He wrote: "I loved my school. and the fine faith the
educational stattJs,quo provide the motivation and the will to main·
children had in the wisdom or their teacher was truly marvellous. We
read and spelled together, wrote a linle. picked flowers. sang. and
ta111 the precarious balance.
And we serve lirst for the S<lke of serving-to develop our own
listened to stories of the world beyond the hill." Ibid, 117 · 118.
powtrs. gain the mastery of this human machine. come to the broad
6. Many are not aware that "DuBois embarked on a career as a
est. deepest self·realiza1ion. And then we. sef\<e for the real end oi
sociologist prior to the turn of the century... through a careful .
scientific, soci ological analysis or black Americans. From 1896 to 1910
service, to 1nake life no narrow. selfish thing, but let it sweep as
Du Bois was an extremely productive sociologist: · Preface 10 \11.E. 13.
Meeps the morning-broad and lull and free for all men and all time, that
Du8ois: On Sociology and tile Black Comrniinit)'. ed. Dan Green and
you and I and all may earn a living and earn, too. much more than
that-a life worth hv,ng."'
fdw,n Driver (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1978). vii.
tlijah Anderson has declared that ·w. E.8. DuBois is a founding
Endnotes and Sources
father <Jf American sociology,· DuBois. The Philadelphia Negro, ed.
I. W.E.B. DuBois. Wri1ings in Periodicals edited by W.£.S. DuBois:
Elijah Anderson (Philadelphia: The University of Pennsylvania Press,
Selecao,1s from Tlie Crisis. vol. I, ed .. Herbert Aptheker (Millwood.
1996). ix.
7. Aptheker. ed., The Educa1ion of Black People, x.
New York: Kraus·Thomson Organizalion. 1983), 160.
This quote from an August.1918 article in Tl,e Crisis was proceeded
8. DuBois. The Souls of 8/ack folk, ed. Donald 8, Gibson (Nev, York:
by his contrcvers,al article. "Close Ranks." in the July, 1918 issue, in
Penguin Books, 1989), 77.
vMch he wrote: "We make no ordinary sacrifice. but wemake it
9 Ibid.
gladly and willingly with our eyes lifted to the hills." Ibid., 159.
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10, OUOo;$ wrOte In • Cri,,, ., t",!. (Apri l 1934): 'I .m 001 worr"d
10, O.vKi D. Du BOIS, ·Un d,,,unding ttl< L'g.cy of w. E. B, OuB"'.' :'
about "" ng coo,isten l. Wh ' t worrie$ me 'S tOe Truth ." , nd in his
fm",!,. Octoo. " 19</}, 63
0Ccl, in Bal[k lor Pro",. tl< rw,d th. t ,.cootradi,!ion, aOO pa"dox
In , 1910 ,pe.oh to. "'whit<. rd1, . nd """II- born - ,u dleoc. i"
powed (N(;r pmdo.>:' ,nd oonwdiction,:
8rookhne , M.$$O chusen, DuBois 'aid th'l "ttl< fi,,\ Iter towOId
W,IKe
found the .pparent ,ncC<1\I$!en (its , p pe;"m~ dc~i ng
li[Mg the >ubmerged ma" of bi .o' p"ople in th. Soulh " thlOugh
m. hi ghe r I,,, nl ng of tM t.knted few." L. ter he 'Mot.· - My forth
DuBoos" ",,,.,.1 decodes of Wllhrlg 00 w ntrovt"i, 1 "'"'" to tM •
hith"to h.d "", n on wh3t I ()r1ce dtnom ln' ted" th, l,lented le<l lh
n, IUI,1 result 01 , n InquII"'g mind, "A SE'tm lngry .nd u",,& st"In In
tills m." w3s horll;,ty,.nd honesly ,nd exp,ndi nv, ,melli g, nce 'i.QlJkI
I now re, li z. tr..t .. ou t of th' tr"' S of the w"" Jng Cl.,,,,, , who
know li f, In II, b,m r sllLlggle, will oontlnu,lIy nse tOe lui, un"lfi,h
ca ll upon DuBoI$ to . Ite' , nu rnbef 0/ prev",,,,, V!l;Wpoi "t,: Willie
,nd
,ighled leadership: ' Thl! W,I Wfl m n , fter h. com, 10
D"k "Ffom Reform to COO"IIl1<Jni"", T h ~ Intel!ec.wal o.vek>pme nt
of W E, B, DuBoi,:' (Pil D.dlS>eft.t.oo . ComeU Um",,, ity. 1985). 96
o. l""'e ttl< ,ooc.ted "t,lent.d lentj, " Iud b aed In 10 0011&' 100 W
hrJp 11ft Itl< "1m" of HII; """king cl,,,,,."
I I, Quoted In "DlJBoJ>: Scholarty Activist: Clludt LewJ', Cl\l ·[d po:?"
Th. Wicltila Eagle, Nov.mOO 10, 1993 , A comm .nt,,,y 00 O.vid
For . con tempor;irY in te'preUlJO(l Di a "grnmoon X- "em"" of
U.. t,lented tenlh <ee th. 1997 film, SWlng<fS -They eros, d" ,mt,:;
Le",rrn€ Lewis. W.e. R D"80ls ' Bwgropny of Q RQ~' 1868·1919 (N<:w
~ed, H.nry Holt ,nd Company, 1993)
OI, ial bam'" Th,y show Ih. unlvtr$Jlity o/th' Amen"n d",m and
,<, Arnold iGmper..d, n. All and imagiealion 01 W£.B , DuBoi,
ltl< Arner: nn exp"ience 00" the , tereotypts "" put _lY,· Bob
(New Yo, .: Sd1cden S(){)~S, 1990' re~IJOt, C3mbrid ge H" ""d
( urt"ght, frlnt rev"""" Wiehila fogf', M,rch 19, 1997
Unlvc{s,!y Pres •. 1976) . vii
11 CoJBol>. Th, C",,,,pondrne, 01 W £,8, QuBoi$, wf. 3, .d . Hero.n
Il . Sydney H'Iri, . The AUlnen!ic Pmon (Nil . , . il linoIS : Argu,
Apttl<ke, (Amtl<"t Un ivmtty 01 M",.chusetts Plm , 1978), )95 ,
C,xnmunlc<t>::m, 197<), 9S ,
t ...n tj,ovgh DlJBoi~ enle<ed H",·"d "to diSC""'" Truth:' he 1,1"
- ~3ve up tM mr(h for 'Absolute' Truth: r<X from do ubt 01 (its)
14, )omf resww." who h>vt .,.,Iy,.d ttl< ten"oo, g."""lw by
,,,s!er>::( .. t:<,Jt p,c' ''''' I w..", th< t oo r lrul,d knowfed\:e . nd clumsy
OuSoos" wl!<tl,,'~ with OIliX'lIboo" i,",,, .nd KI",ls rave d<:!in.d hi'
lhocght ;" term> of l di.llect~" procel', for ,x.<nj;# see Keith e~,,",n .
nt~ l hods of re,e", h m,d. Jt impo" Jbl. now to (omplet~ l y
, pprehe nd TlUlh .. . I oss" mtd lh< ,",sten" ofTruth (",d).. th> 1Truth
"Two W""ng Idr. ls The 0"'e<;\r<;.1 Thocgllt of WE.e DlJS c<'
(Ph.D, di' SE'mtioo . Purdue Un i""" ilY. 1978) ,
w., only pa rti,'~ 'fIOwn ." Ib<J
15, DuBo" WlOt. of hI> "doubl . consciou,n.,, " on n" "", roo,
n. Ou[\o,s , DQfkMlI." Vok" "0m Wili,in th' Veil (M illwood . IWw
Yc;k: Kr,uI·Thorr\!Ol'l O<gan izat>On. 1988. Rtp"m, New ye;\;; H,";o\" t
""">OnS, ifi cludiog in Sou[;, 45. -It " • p.cul "r ", n",tlOn, thIS
doubJt coo<;o;iousnell. O<>e e"" r fe" $ hi, twoo,s,- , n Arrl(rr c:.n, ,
'[ld BrKe. 191 / ), Z04
l3. DlJBors. Wat[d, o{ Color, /;oo;l 3. The Black Flame: i1 Tlilog,
Neg;o : two >00 1, . two thoo~h t" two w ,e<;C<XI!ed .\trIVIfltl$, I"", w:lrIl ng
(Mi ll wood, N,w York: K"u,·T hom""n Or&,n rZ1I>On, 19 76), 166.
idr, ',. " The "twont,, ' of hIS ,du<l!looal p hil ~hy might h...... bee n
' t' ted ", ,im rlar te,m,. thougn ""th 1/:" p',sooal emotloo Jtt.l, h<d 10
14 DuSo! " Thr 0i,I" I.nu "y, 1911, in Huggln" 1139
ttl< 'MOrd,.
15, Duik<" T/r , Sou[, of 8Iock felk, With Introou C!ion, by N.tI,,"
H,re , nd AM" Poo,,.ml (New Yo r" Now A"",,,e. n Librl ry, 1981),
16 Ou8oi" Willing, by W.f.B. Quilm, ,e hrlodkal. fdiled By
O!hm wi. I, t d. Herbert Apltleker (Millwood , New Yolk, Kro u,·
139.
P""nn"' ,,,m , ",n .dlJC'~on.ll p j"k::>sop/l~, IS b' SE'd 00 an und ..·
ThOO1SOO Org.ninuoo , 1981) . 83
17, Loo i, F.,,,kr..n , QlJ C(ed ", an ,m"y" Wby John Ken ""dy. II, on
m nding Ih,t hUlTIO n r.. M e il in n.te, . nd "",ywh,," th' ",m o,
,""pi!. di fknng t ny;ronment.ll c()r1 dltions. This boli.f i, coupled Wltn
«<(>fte, iJ<:toiJ.< r, 1996 ,
hnhmenlJl, ""~LJI1 n g oos _nd "lrUlh$."
ttl< bel it f thlt tllere ,Ie
18. DuSO<I, DUll: of DaW" ,n N, th, n HUg(!,n" W£.B. DlJBoJS"
Ih' t ""'" bee n "",., I, d over limt thwugh ttl< g".t work, ofl, t.",·
Wli[Hl,!' (NC'W Yed. Th . Llbrory of Am",:; •. 1986), 574
19. Both DuBoi, . od W»hin gtoo b<>lit,,,d In th. imp ort. n" of
lure , hi'lOry. phllorop hy, It ligion , nd " ier,:;e TIle"fort . th ere" •
"'b"
k " edlJC,tion thot ,r.:xod p, Ih! "me for " I ,tude nts.
wueul ng Afr>::,n Am, nClns f'" th' oppo',tu mt"" and <e,pon~b rllt""
16.
DlJB,",.
T/r. eri,il, M.y. 1914, in Huggins, 1157
01 atoze~shlp in • democratic soo:i.ty. The il dtff" e"'e< w"'" ,"~I,d
to , n iss,,, th. t h.. d.ep h,<tor",,1aOO phlkl;op/llnl
and whl,h
Z7. D",""" , DlJ5k 0/ Qown
coo llnues to g,nerate tl<lted eoo!<o ... rsy rtgOlding publIC ,ehoo4
18 DuB,",. CDrre5pood,"""" "" 3,394
19 DlJaol, . ,d Aplhekef, Eaucalkm 01 Brack folk, 10
ptJ r>"l'"" In , onpilf .. d terms the " "'" " 0"" of -Ir.>::kl ng: with
)0 , "We ore or" """,Id "
u\ re, ll z, "'" ",!,on,i billt '"s: Do,"""
"''''" ,too. nl, .ncou,,~ed I()'.,md , "llbe,,/." ,ollege·boon d edlJC. ·
Prayers. 16 ,
t,on, ~ n d Ol he r, -cl . st ,,,, d- 10f • world·of·work CUrri cu lum
31. DlJBoi s. fOU M ,0 R,m p"",d . All and imaginaliM , 11
W.,hington w" wllI ,ne to Mtle !or , VOClt>On, lip<>t\IC" edoJtl!roo
32. DuBm, ed ~h e,"" fducalion 0{ mock felk, 18
~. !elminal pro;:" , . DuBoi, demanded th' "ght to . liber, lth umm·
J3. ! ugene Hol"",s, Bla,t Tilan.' Wfll. DlJ8ois .• d. loon Clarke, tl
i<tIC .due'tlon -. co nt in Uing pi"':''' m,king opportu nitlts lc< h.-gtl<r
II (Boston: B.""oo P'eSl , 1970), 78
, oot.t"" ;MI I, bk 10 Alri,"" Am",,,n, , W"hon gton w's will ,ng !o
34. Duik<" The $out 01Bla"" Folk, .d , [}Q r,.1d B. GlbsQJ1 (N.w York
,omproml<e ,du,. tioo, l, pel itlC.l , 3nd Civil tight> lor wo<k·pl;t<;e
op>"l rIUn1\" s. DuB"" woul d not comp romise . He bel"""d th 't
P, niuln Book" 1989), 34.
- noc.smy", it" to eorn , I,Vlrtg, ,t" more L"l"' rUnt to wo , lilt
)5 , Du,""" , Th, QU' 5I oll h~ Sifv~1 f1~,ee , With an fOllcdU'l ion by
Hem.ft Aplh" " (M ill wood, N<!w YorL K"," , ·Tho msoo Org3nl .'·
liVing i, not for ",ning. but "'ning i, !or liVin g. The edue'too
tlon, 1974 R'p!Jn!. (hlc.~: A.C. M,( lurg and Co" 1911). SO
th' l tf.. n, meo Slmply IaJ ,aroing 1 h"ng " not edue'tion: Til<
36. DlJBo", Soul" . d, Hw , nd f'ouS \;l lnl. 131
Educalion 0.1 Black hopi" ~ 14 .00 115.
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3 7 . DuBois, Against Racism: Unpublished Essays. Papers. Addresse5,
1887-1961. ed. He1bert Aptheker (Amherst: University of Massachu·
setts Press. 1985), 252.
38. DuBois. Negro Digest. April, 1947. 235·236.
39. DuBois interpreted the negative aspect of "individualism" as
promoted in a Darwinian. capitalist economic philosophy: "Its
loundation is the idea of the strong man- Individualism coupled with
the rule of might... the advance of one part of the world at the
expense of the whole: the ove,whelming sense of the I, and the
consequent forgetting of the Thou.· Autobiography, 146.
40. DuBois. Periodicals Edited By Others. vol. I. 219.
41. DuBois. Prayers far Dark People. ed. Herbe1t Aptheker ((Amherst:
University of Massachusetts Press. 1980). 59.
42. DuBois. Dark Pri�cess: A Romance (Millwood, New York: Kraus·
Thomson Organization. 1974. Reprint. New York: Harcourt and Brace.
1928), 42
43. DuBois. Autobiography, 281 and 423.
44, DuBois frequently referred to the trip!e responsibilities of work,
service. and sacrifice. In one example he exhorted the 1898 F,sk
Unive,sity graduates to "gladly work. and sacrifice, and serve." found
in Hugains. DuBois \Vritings. 839.
for a schola1ly treatment oi Du8ois as a philosophical Pragmatist
see Corne! West. The American l:uasion of Philosophy (Madison:
University of Wisconsin Press. 1989).
45. Al Morgan. in an interview of DuBois on Channel 5. New York
City. July 4. 1957. Found i n Seuenth San, ed. Lester, 708.
46. DuBo,s. Manual Builds a School, 319. and Educaiion of I/lack
Folk. 13.
47 . DuBois. Outlook. October 17. 1903.
48. DuBois, Souls. ed. Hare and Poussaint. 126.
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49. DuBois. Autobiography. 202.
50. DuBois. Correspondence. vol. 2. 174,
51. E.O. Hirsch, Jr.. Cullura! Wero.Cy: Wllar £uery American Needs w
Know (Boston: Houghton. Mifflin Company, 1987). 21.
52. DuBois. Souls. ed. Gibson. II.
53. DuBois. Darkwater, 210. This quote was preceded by the mean·
ingful statement that "we must seek not to make men carpenters. but
to make carpenters men:· and followed by the question. "Is not the
problem of their (African American) education simply an intensifica·
tion of the problem of educating all children?."
54. We might use Jeff Zom·s term. "a tough minded pluralism" to
help define DuBo is' educati onal philosophy. Zorn speaks of DuBois
educational ideas as "complex... incorpo,ating a high regard for
·uniquely Black' matters. a giounding in traditional studies ... and a
quite stringent characte1 training." In a letter to the "Afterwords"
column in Educa1io11al Theory. fall. 1993. 483.
55. DuBois. Prayers. 65.
56. DuBois. Periodicals Edited by Others. vol I. 85.
DuBois once adrnonished teachers to "teach the truth as they see it
even if it means they lose their jobs... to give up te3ching and go to
digging ditches before bowing to slavery of thought." Educaiion of
Black People. 157·158.
57. DuBois. Annals of the American Academy of Science. November.
1928, 9.
DuBois wrote that "the public school should be a great democracy
where all elements of the populati on come to realize the essential
humanity of each." Co11espondence, vol. I. 453.
58. DuBois. DuBois Wrilings. ed. Huggins. 831
59. DuBois. Ibid .. 832.
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Litz: Educational Considerations, vol. 26 (1) Full Issue
W,th I, ,,, ,"C~p tl on', ('LlCosi , n, have domin . t.d ch il d"n',
Books should no t be chosen simply because they have
litera tu re . nd have in v . mb~ bt,n the herc-<s, n ",y h,v, bt'n
min or il y charocters and are avwlable
port"ytd In both th e th ~mts ,nd th~ d l u m,~oo, " ml' lIi gent.
mriiCt,,", , physb ll y w ong, ,nd n,,,,,,,, N.t"" Arn wc.n,. how...-e" untd recently we," often ~po, \.d os I"OI"rorne "",~e', w.th
ill u<\l,tloo< ' howing tfle'" <Il irtle". <po.. throwing. Jnd d.ne ln .
lrOOLlI'ld teep"" . H"panic P"OOpI~ have gen." lIy be, n ,tereotYP"d "
I",y . nd ,ub,.,vi'nt. Wh,n ,1Io"'n in Jo b $IIU,~ OO$ thty h.ve
typ,,,I~ Ix.n " "g.t.d to tt.. kitchen 0: ~,rd~1l A". ns
b"n
<l"tot)'Ptd os (ompl" nt. \impli't'c , nd mt' k. A, with ottler mln ootie" th<rr ro"" "' I,teroture ha ... (oo"'tenll-,- put them In ~ tu,t<XlS
/uli. Wilkins and Robert J. G.mble
wbord!n ,tt too C'Lln.!, n,

Evaluating Multicultural
Literature for Use in the
Classroom

h.""

Introduction
In , W\Jntry ., cuit ur. II ,· d,V'"" " ;h. Uni t.d Stilt." Il "
lmpamn! that cl' $sroom !duCltors te,e h <hll d,.n . bout th.
mulhc ultu lal compo< itlOl1 01 the I, nd lIlty rnh ,b,t 0"" w.y thi' e,n
be .cl1 ievd is through literature , wI1 lch wtro:n uled p,c-peny. (In help
chi ldren ,«epl. ,nd b< "' n Sl~V< to the d,,,,,,,ty 0/ other<_ R"d ing
.t:.out "'ci,1 e< ,Ul nie g'oop' hdps ci1d dren
that <xh er prop:'
f" llng', emctioll$ . • n<! needs si,nll" to th, irs Throlll:h w:::h
"'fIOSU,", chlldr,n discover tlllt while not , II peopl, rruy IrnA
»me, c<
th, ir l"',soo,1belief, , nd ", I""" tMy , II
eqw l
r"ptct. At the »m. \IInt, 'h ~d"n who ore m, mber< of r",,, 1 0(
etl,w mlno"t"" c""'"' to re,l "e !h.t their cu lture , 1<0 rml:(, imPOrt,nt contr ibo.Jti o~ to til< "",'Id. tr.. ,eby ImpfO'v1 ng their own ",IfCOOctpl.', whde nurtlHlng prl d. in tt,eir h<rit.W
Th'" ,re m, ny ,n li ~hten in E, edu" tion, 1 multiwitu,,1 booob
,,,,, iI.bI. todJ.y, target,d t,-"",," ' e.(Ie,\ 01, 11 'w', The ch' lIt'0' fo<
el-<,,,oom !each", " ' rl(Jwing Oow too rewgnlZe " ~" mu ll ie" ltu,,1
bo:::'" .00 sdec! th.m fe< u>e In the;( ([~ $W""'"1 The fir$t thi ng
t"Cr..IS u,oold do Wetn choosi ng book, i, to question how ch' dren
wlil re<pond W r.,d,ng thrm; Wi ll childre n feel th't they ,hare
common, l,tie! with il"OP" In ot ""r cu ltu ,"s' Will
oo ild up
"' If-esteem l()r ch il dren wOO ore m.mbers 0/ t"" ,,,i,1 , nd 'thOle
grOlJp' b< lIlg d/::;cribtd? I" .<Xf,l:on to tho", Q""si:>Jn" th ere are m,ny
othei imporul1t im",\ to w " ,.der ,n th e ,.I"tion P'oc,,, Th i,
artie" examrnes Ihese I\S",5 .nd pwvKk, , peaflc "itt,., th, t shoold
b. u"d in evaluating mult O,J ltu r. 1 litmtur. w th.1t t>:::<:i, chos.n
tru~ r.Pf",m d"" " , cullu", .nd do nO( p"p<tU3 te stereotype,
COmmon in l,t"'M' of the pw

"" Ii"

'"'\It

,I",,.

d""""

l""

,\00"

TM lli.l<lry of MuW""ltural Litera!",.
Histe<ie,lIy, muc h oof tile literature
by te>oh", "",""'ttd
m",o(it,.. sterw!)'plc.I ~, or , I" ""de them In .."bI. by om lttin~
th tm 'n trr.~. Booh Ih. t Indudd m""",l.'s m"gln, li Led them,
putting th em in rolt, n.. \ we" roo( cent,,1 to the stc.oy",d tr.. ro"s
th ey h,d "",e £,r,,,,, lI y \lt reotypetl Wh i ~ Af"",n
often ,hown '" 'Wee,b" lrx! comp li.nt, thi ~ w., a.pdeJ 'n ,w,y
w~..:: h w» b<littling. <howi n ~ wrn to Ix 1m SOph i \~med th.n th' ir
wn lte co unterp., t,_ A 1965 wr~y lo""d th, t oo ly 47 01 the J49
book, "",mined includ. d AlrlC,n Amerie.n, in the text. and the
rn.jo" ty ot th, ,, ch",ctm were d.~ "ted Ln men,, 1 po<,t>oo" wh ile
th' m,in ch>."cter, Wert .IIMst , Iw,y, C,u,"",n (Lu" ek, '965 )

",.d

A.,.,,, ,,m """.

Juli. WHkln •.
Rob",I/.

H~rita~e

Why U•• MuUi.~ltural Utrratut<?
Oroe 01 th, pr-imory re,$Orl\ fc< u'i" g mu ltio;ulb",1 lit""ure il

",Id

to

htlp chrldrtn devtlClll posl ll"" ,ttitULIe>
,e<jl€ct fo, 'Mivrd ult~ in
, II c "hu r~' . l ,temu rl' 1\ 00""' w.y of t,, " ,m ittlng the" v, lue, to
ch il d"n In d,,,,, lopon g , n un dmt.ndi ng of di ffe"nt !:fe,tyte.,
mu ltieultu"t I,tmture , ncoll"r.t' ~ brwd .. ni!'" 01 we,,1 rel'tlon$hI P', open""". ,"~ intere,t In ottler,
Mul~cu lt ",'1 book< <h-:Jutd Jlw bt u;ed to engender (leial pM<
lit'''tu" , ff.m rl(Jt oo nly Oow s t ~ents Vl<W P"op l, from oth"
, ulturt" but ,Iso in rtcoence, how Cilildle " v:;:W th<m"lve, ,00 th ~ i,
own cL1\ture . tt ha, been ro und th.t li mit ed ..,d, bility of Q", lity
boo<, with mlnOfity chmot",
n.~' llYely .ffett ch ild"n ,
rtW ng. I'''&"'ee de>tlCV<f'!nt .• r>:! set f-esteem {Costello, 1991 : I~
Re imer. t992 )

c."

in S~luU"t' and C""lu .. ting Appropr;at. Lit .. a!u,~
Thtre hl' been , pfo lif~r.t lOl1 of chd dren', txxlk, ovt, th' post
""",.de, giVll1g t."he« , wrdt ,nd v'''ltd >elect<Xl of mu ltlw Hu,,1
t>:::<:i, to chao" from , H"""""", g.,'t n the skyroc. eting (osts of tx>olI.
,00 !he I,n th't not ev,ry mu ltrc<Jftu r. 1book is, "good" nlultl cuitu,,1
t>:::<:i . educ.tc rs mu,t be very dlscor""'g ,nd cri ti,,1 when sel tCM~
Ill"' tu ,e lor u>e In th e ,I<o;!<oom ,
Portr.yi ng ml(¥)fiu" in , fIOS' llvt liEht " no\ enough to
good baok- the content' nlU,t 31:;0 be eYJ lu.ted in tm", of the
qU3 lity of wrr\Orlg, The " rne m r"tt,d$ 'rp ~" ,n .11 good I,tmture _
the li«'rory t lement' 01 plot, , h'l.m,il.ltiol1 , ,r(M 8, th, me, ,n d
sty ~ should b. "",II de.'eIOjl<d , nd ,hould ""'XlSt wah ,,, It",. 1
aocurocy
A praN.., te","",; will undou bl.dly flOe in the "'h t"'" v.oc'"
"w l>etht r to ~ I ,m in.te du<i" of th. pa, t b<cau;e tl'")' '"' rocISt by
",d.y'~ standard,_ Indeed, "Inju n )0< " an<! "",mbo- ty l'" ch"" ttrs
do p<rpttu"" the worM kind of derogote<y \toreO(ypes il <e, d wjthout
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about East Africa and the Masai in school and imagines what her life
How to Evaluate Multicultural Literature

Many classroom teachers have. limited experiences using books
written from the perspective or, or about racial and ethnic minorities.
As the1e a1e numerous issues to conside1 when choosing multicultural
literature. teachers must learn how to assess books as app1opriate for
use in the dassrcorn. Below are outlined specific criteria that should
be used when selecting multicultural reading material so that books
chosen truly represent a pamcular culture and present accurate and
respectful images of minority caces and ethnicities. Suggested books
with outstanding illustrations and text are also provided,
Illustrations

If books with illustrations are chosen. the pictures should be
exarnined to see if characws are easily recognizable as people of
color. Children should be able to identify characters as black.
llispan,c. Asians. and natives. without.them being shown as
caricatures. There should be physical diversity within the groups
themselves. so avoid boob that show all black or Asian characters
w,th the �ame exaggerated facial features that make them all look
alike. For example. if all Asian characters have round faces. straight
black hair, slanted eyes and a yellowish tint to their skin coloring, it is
recommended that :mother book that displays diversity within the
rac,al group is chosen.
There are many books that have excellent true,to-life pictures of
people of different races. One example is the African fable, Tlie
Markel Lady and r/1e Mango Tree (Watson and W<1tson. 199•1). This
book contains realistic pictures of black chil dren which make them
immediately recognizable as Africans. Ano1her well illustrated book
which realistically portrays black characters is WOOD-HOOPOE \VWie
(Kroll and Roundtree. 1992), The illustrations show a boy ,nd his
pa1ents in everyday situations wearing both African and Western
ing. with hair braided and straightened. as 1t is worn by many
cloth.
African
r ,mericans today. Another outstandingly illustrated book is
Bro:ller fag/e, Sisler Sky Oeffers. 1991 ). The pictures illuminate the
words and wisdom of Native Arnericans in their belief of a nacural
and beautiful wo;ld. These illustrations help teach children about
the exemplary
relationship Native Americans have with the earth and shows the
world through their eyes. Another noteworthy book, ,deal for the
Chnstrnas season. is Christmas Carol (Te,sdale and Gottlieb, 1996).
This book poruays the three ,vise rnen with different skin colors. and
also shows toe angels and shepherds in varying shades of pink.
yellow. and brown.
Te><t

Once 1t has been established that a book's illustmions transcend
any Stereotypes. the text SilOuld be examined to identify how the
characters are portrayed as a racial 01 ethnic group. Is it suggested that
all members oi the group 1,ve in poverty1 If not. are they shown as
being from a variety of socioeconomic backgro•Jnds. educational
levels and occupations? Minority groups should be culturally diverse,
with individuars portrayed as having their own unique thoughts.
emotions and philosophies. It is important that the characters of any
one cultural group are as disparate as characters would be in stones
bised on n1ainstrearn culture. Diversity among African Americans is
illustrated in Back Home (Pinkne}'. 1992) in which a young woman
returns to her �lorth Carolina home after hv,ng up North. Even though
she is now a "city girl". she finds great pleasure. In returning to farm
bfe. Masai and I (Kroll. 1992) tells the stoiy of a little girl who learns
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might be like if she were Masai. Such stories show the different lives
black people lead in the same country and in different parts of the
world.
The text should a fso be studied carefully to see if minority
cha1acters are respected for themselves. or whether they only achieve
success by giving up the distinctive values and lifestyle.s of their
culture and adopt ing those of mainstream white society. Minority
characters should be able to find w.iys to succeed without losing
sight of their heritage, and their achievements should be noteworthy
for the acts themselves. not because they are valued by white society.
01 represent some sort of weakening of their own culture and
adoption of mainstream culture. The forwr,e Te/lers (Alexander. 1992)
is a wonderful story of a carpenter in C,me1con. West Africa. who
goes co a ionune teller to see if he will become rich and famous. and
whether he will marry and be happy. After the fortune teller
disappea.rs. the carpenter finds all the predrct 1ons come true due to a
hu1no1ous tw ist in the stoiy. The carpenter is successful in achieving
his dreams of wealth, !arne. marriage and happiness. all within the
context of his West African life. without any outside intervention.
This type of story sl1ows that white inte1vention is not necessary for
success in the Jives of characters of color.
In a similar vein, if minority characters in the book have personal
problems, they should be shown as being able to solve them them
selves. witl10ut the intervention of whites. Beviare of books wh,ch
portray the "White Man" as some sorl of savior. protecting minorities
from hardships and providing the way to a better life. One noteworthy
book for showing black solidarity and the ability to solve piobfems for
themselves is 1,l//1i(e Socks Only (Coleman. 1996). This tells !he story
of a little gi1I in Mississippi who, because of a sign saying "Whites
Only". takes off her shoes to step op to a water fountain ,n her clean
white socks. When a large white man abuses her for drinking at the
fountain. ihe black community rallies around to suppoit the girl. and
the "Whites Only'' sign ,s removed from the fountain forever. This
book is Important In showing the strength and ability of minorities to
stick together to fight oppression and prejudice.
Once ii has been established th<lt individuals within racial or ethnic
groups are represented as diverse characters. capable of achieving
success and solving problerns for themselves. the text should be checked
to see whethe1 minority cultures are tre.ited with respect. or whether
they are depicted as inferior to the dominant white culture. At the
other end of the spect.ium. are minority lifestyles shown in an overly
romanticized way. instead of being placed within the context of
everyday act1VIt1es familiar to all people? Often in trying to show the
positive elements of other cultures, they are depicted in their
traditional form and romanticized in a way which is degrading and
distorting of !he culture. for example, Native Americans are often
seen happily huddled around camp fires, wearing iraditional costumes.
living close to nature and in harmony with each other. How close is
this to the reality that most Native Americans now live in the United
States' Although it is important to IC4rn about the traditions of other
cul tural groups. it is also necessary to learn about the true-to-life.
every day situations that members of the group experience. An
authentic v,ew of Nat ive Amencans is portrayed in Toughboy and
Sister (Hill. 1990). the story of a young native Alaskan bro1hcr and
s1ste.r who must survive after tliei1 fother dies in an alcoholic seizure
on a fishing tri p.
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Othe1 books that show how children can be tom between cultures
References

are uiose that involve living by strong ethnic traditions in a society
where these traditions are not the nonn. Shabanu: Oauell(er of (Ile
Wind (Staples. 1989) shows the problems that can be caused by
arranged marriages. having grown up in a society which does not
practice this custom.
Multiculwral books can also be used simply to expose students to
other cultures and the ways in which other people live. Dreamplace
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(Kimmel. 1990) in which Bubba Brayna makes potato latkes to
ce leb1ate 11anukkah '.vi1h the Rabb,. but ends up entertaining a bear
due to her poor eye sight,

Conclusion

Although there has been a big increase in multicultural literature in
recent years. maklflg it mucl1 eas ier to find books for ihe classroom, it
is important that teachers are able to recognize the qualities that make
a good mul!icullural book. Books should not be choseri simply
because they have minority characters and are available. They should
oe analyzed and chosen using specific criteria such as: Is the text
accurate and respectful of different cultures. while port,aying them as
true·tO·life? Are characters diverse and from different backgrounds.
with eclectic and vatied lifestyles? Are differences among cultures
within each "cultuial conglornera.e·· acknowledged? Do illustrat ions
rep,esent true qualities oi the race or are they stereotypical
caricatures? Does the author write fiom a personal. enlightening
perspective? All teachers are aware of how powerfully images and
stories can affect children. When choosing literature. it must be
remembered that books send very strong signals. not only to children
about people who are different from them. but also to child1en about
themselves.
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Counselors are faced with an onslaught of unceasing
demands and negalivity from children. parents.
community and staff.

Principals and Counselors:
Creating Effective Elementary
School Counseling Programs
Barbara l. Drock and Debra L. Ponec

{Schools) are the center of the community now... not the
church. they gave that up... Social serv,ces... have prett; much
broken down... dropped the ball... <lon·t follow through. We
have become the missionaries for all th.it society wants us to
fix.
The words of an elementary school principal echo the wide-spread
sentiments of teachers and principals struggling to serve the needs of
their students. Many of the responsibilities and roles previously held
by parents and family. are today assumed by the elememary school.
In short. American schools appear to becomin� ,in alternative family
(Petersen. 1997). However. elementary teache1s and principals do not
have the educati onal background 01 the time to effectively address the
personal problems of students and their families. Teachers and
principals are turning to counselors for assistance.
Schools mirror society. Our element.iry school children are
confronted with accelerating crime rates. drug abuse. declining family
support systems. neglec1. divorce. and increasing single parent house·
holds wi1h incomes below 1he pove11y level. ln addition. some minor·
ity students find themsel ves alienated from the mainstream of society.
facing limite(f opportunities for education and employment (Neukrug.
Barr. I loff1nan, Kaplan, 1993 ), These factors. combined with the shift
of parental responsibiffties from home to school. alert us to the need
for a new model of elementary education. one in which elementary
guidance and counseling programs are integral components (Peterson.
1997: Neukrug, 8;;11, Hoffman. Kaplan, 1993).
Elementary school counseling programs evolved f;om the vocational
counseling model that predominated at the hig h school level. How
ever. at the elementary school level. a developmental model that
embraces a total life guidance approach is preferred. Counselors using
a developmental model work co promote social and emotional. P-s well
as academic and vocational development: themajor responsibilities of
the counselor being: counseling, consulting. coo1d1naticn. and
curriculum (Hardesty & Dillard, 1994).
Since counselors and counseling prog ,ams <He reh1tively ne\v to
elementary schools (Hardesty & Dillard. 1994). they present an
unfallliliar exper i ence for many principals. A unique dwllenge emerges.
that of p1epar ing principals for the role of superv,sing counselor and
monitoring the success of counseling programs. Responsibilities of
principals regarding counselors and prograrns vary according to school
district. However. 1t is safe to assume that the principal will be
Bar.bara Broc k is Assistant Professor, Creighton University
Debra Ponec is Assistant Professor, Creighton University
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responsible for some po1tion of the following: selecting and super
vising the counselor, establishing and monitoring the counseling
program. and evalua1ing the performance of the counselor and the
counseling program.
Elementarv school principals need to understand the elements of a
deve.lopmen;al guidance and counseling program and what consti
tutes an appropriate role for the counselor. The relationship between
administrator and counselor is an important factor in determining the
counselor's role and subsequent effectiveness of the counseling
program In addition. a teamwork approach to developmental
guidance and counseling is strongly advocated in that the neiwork of
suppoit enhances preventative practices and the delivery of servtCes
to students (Paisley & Peace. (1995).
Given the importance of the relationship between principal ,nd
counselor. the mearchers initiated a study to explore relationships
among princ:pals, schcol counselors and teachers in order to provide
insights rega;ding effective delivery of guidance and counseling
programs to students. Qualitative research methodology and ,mer.
view techniques allowed participants to express their personal
experiences. perceptions. and beliefs. This paper reports the results of
the study with a focus on a profile of the comporrerrts of exemplary
piincipal·counselor relationships. The intent of the authors is to pro
mote increased awareness of the role of the principal and the
necessity for teamv,ork between the principal and counselor in
crea!lng effective counseling programs.

Participants

Metllod

Four elementary schools in a metropolitan school district were
selected based on their reputation for having exemplary counseling
programs. The administrative and counseling personnel of each school
were participants in the study. ,our principals. two assistant princ1·
pals. and f ive counselors were observed in their natural settings and
participated ,n personal taped interviews.
Field observations in each of the schools revealed that the schools
were dissimilar ,n terms of school populations and school personnel.
Although the four schools belonged to the same school district. their
school populations were different in terms of number of students.
racial composition ol students. and socio,economic status of families.
The principals and counselors also presented diversity in ages.
experience. and ,acei ethnicity, Although the principals represented
both genders. all of the counselors were female. The personalities and
leadership styles of the principals were noticeably different in each of
the school s. The eagerness of the principals to participate in the
survey varied considerably. from one who was enthusiastic about the
process to another who w.is noticeably concemed about the presence
of the cape recorde1 and needed repeate-d reassurance regarding
confident iality.
The one similarity in demographic factors was the prior experiences
that the six administrators had with counselors and counseling
programs. Three of the principals reported having courses in counsel
ing. fou1 of them reported havin� considerable experiences working
with counselors in previous. settings or being instrumental in the
district's effor1s to develop counseling programs. for elementary schools.
Two of the principals reported involvement in committees that looked
at identifying the role. purpose and service that counselors could
provide for schools and addressing community forums to exp,ess the
need for elementary counselors.
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understand the needs and feelings or the faculty. as well as p1edict
faculty response to possible changes. Other principals fielded advice
from the counselor regarding how to approach an individual te.che1
or group of teachers. and how to present issues so they will be
positively 1eceived. One administrator said. ·The counselor is so
perceptive. [Arter meetingsJ she tells me what she noticed regarding
staff responses and offers suggestions on how to proceed. such as
going slower. etc. I really do value her opinions... she is a good sounding
board:· Other principals reported that they did not have discussions
with the counselor about administrative or personal issues.
Communication ·with the Counselor

Communication was cited by both principals and counselo,s as key
to the success or their counseling programs. Principals and
counselors reported Frequent and daily communications about
students. One principal remarked that the counselor had ·an open
home and I know staff call ner anytime or day or night. I do too."
Two forms of communicat ion were apparent: frequent inrormal
contacts and exchange of inForrnation: the oiher the formal process or
siudent rererrals. Although both principals and counselors commented
on the importance of face·tO·iace dialogue. they also emphasized the
need 101 paper documentation 10 inform both parties of occurrences.
A referral system. outlined by the school district, was repartedly
followed in all oi the schools in the study. One administrator
1eported. ·we use the counselor rererral so that we all have ,ecords or
exactly what the need is and how that need has been addressed.
When a parent comes In. I can pull up that file and say that the
counselor worked with your child on this particular day and this is
what they have been wo1king on. "
What Makes the Program Work
Trust was reported as an essential component of the counseling
program. The principals consistently spoke ol counselors est2blishing
i
trust ng re lationships with students and families. as follows
Because !the counselo1J has worked with many of the families
year aher year and because the{ve had siblings that have come
through she knows the families. visits the families and the
fam:lies trust her.
jOur counselor has) established a rapport in U1e community with
many of the families. touched base. helped them so they have a
certain conFidence in her and reel comfortable when there is a
concern to make a contact...
.. .ifs just a good ai, that [the counselor] creates with all the
people that she touches.
Peopl e trust our counselor explicit ly.
The uust basis c,eated by the counselors provided the pr incipals
with leverage to work with fafTlilies.
The personality and dedication or the counselor was mentioned by
the principals as a key factor ,n the success of the counseling
program.. fhe following semimems were shared by the principals.
-what makes [our p1ograrnj work 1s having counselors that actually
care about the students and care about the staff members." Other
attributes used to describe the counselors included:
dedicated to what they are doing.
an advocate for kids.
a unique style.
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conFidence in the skills and capability of the person.
a relationship with students that's one or "I care. I
underst2nd. you can talk to me:·
low key. talks very softly, kind of soothing until the
student can be spoken with and communicate .
comprehend. and understand.
very visible.
pro-active. which is why things operate so smoothly.
brings a lot of knowledge to the school.

Problems to Resolvl!

Principals reported three counseling issues that needed to be
res9lved: I) classroom teachers· understandine and accepting the
counselor's role: 2) counselors being assigned administrative roles:
and 3) a lack or counselors in elementary schools. One principal
painted out that some teachers wilfingly accept the counselor as a
resource. while others are reluctant to have another adult in their
classroom. Other principals noted that the process ·takes time." "Once
teachers Find out that the counselor can provide assistance. a nice
k
team develops. V re at a point now where they know we·1e all
.
[wo1king) together Jo, the betterment of the kids.· . Another principal
said that irutially some teachers became upset when they lost their
scheduled life·skills training classes due to a crisis that derna nded the
immediate attention or the counselor. Once they fully understood the
counselor's role. they became more fle�ible in their response to the
lnter,uptions.
Principals were united in their sentiment that assigning counselors
m administrat ive roles negates their errectiveness. One principal
commented dispa,agrng about schools in which the counselor was
the unorficial assistant for overworked. Frustrated principals. citing a
building in which a counselor participated in teacher obse,vations.
The principals interpreted inapp,op1iate roles for counselors as
scheduling. discipline. and handling angry parents.
"The counselor isn't supposed to be in the role or handling
volatile parents. She might help out when teachers are having
conferences and a parent is angry or upset. but should alvl;lys
be viewed by students and parems as mo,e or a suppon. If
anyone's going to be the police. that's the rote the principal will
take. Due process and discipline are not the counselor's role".
..
I do not wish to have my counselors ever placed in an
administrator role. It waters down their effectiveness if they are
looked upon by students [as having a role other than[ to assist
and help them. I know in other buildings counselors do have
administrative functions. Out not here."
One principal blamed university g1aduate preparation programs for
principals· lack of counseling knowledge. ··1 don·t see anyone teaching
principals to work with counselors. That's why you probably see a
wide variance or how a counselor is 1/eated at the elementary level of
counselors". This principal also noted that the counselor is directly
accountable to the building administrator. Thus the role of the
counselor is ultimately determined by the building administrator.
i
somei mes 1ega1dless of district guidelines.
Principals were equally adamant about the critical need ror a
counselor in every elementary school. Howc.ver. as one principal pointed
.
out. . We fought ror years and yea,s to get counselors. and we can
lose them as ras, as we got them:· The Following comments echo
the need ror rnore counselors coupled with a rear of b11dget cuts that
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counsel or. This trust base. is then solidified by the counselor through
high v,sib,hty and irequent contacts with students and farn,l,es.
Equally impo1tant is communicating the counselor's role and the
purpose of the counseling program to teachers. In schools where
teachers are wary about counseling. principals need to encourage
interaction oetween teachers and counselors. In other settings.
Discussion
teachers v iew the counselor's office as a convenient dumping ground
The building principal is responsible for everything that occurs Within
for problems, In this study the acceprnnce and ut i lization of the
the school. Thus. supervision oi the counselor and the ultimate
counselors was so pronounced that some of the pnncipals reported a
success of the counseling pmgram are the pnncipars responsibility.
need to define some limits. In either case. the solution to the problem
However. many element1ry principals do not have sufficient familiar·
lies with the principal's articulation of and adherence to the role of
ity with counselors and counseling progiams to adequately supervise
the counse lor and the counseling program.
them.
Counselors are faced wii:11 an onslaught of unceasing demands and
i
The fact that all of the p1111c1pals and assist.nt principals ,n this
negat vity from children. parents. ·community. and staff. Unless the
study had experienced counseling classes or had previously ,vorked
school district has a support system and stlff·development program
with a counselor was not surprising. These principals understood the
lor counselors. these tasks falls within the parameters of the
role of the counselor. the value of counseling programs. and were
adrninistrator's responsibilities to provide on-going support and
committed to providing quali ty programs. Not coinci dentllly, the
professional development for school personnel. This need ,s consis·
counsefing programs in their schools were known for their excellence.
tent with the Ondings of Paisley & Benshoff. ( 1996). who encourage
If elementary school principals are expected to administer counsel
systematic induction programs and p,ofessional suppo1t and Vacc.
ing programs housed within lheir buildings. they need tc be educated
l\hyne•W inker. and Poidevant. ( 1993), v!ho reported that two (h11ds
in the issues of elementary .s<:hool counseling. School dist1icts that
of the counselors they interviewed stated thal they had no direct
plan lo develop elernenrary school counseling p1ograms need w
obsertation or supeNision of their counseling by othe1s.
provide adequate traini ng for all levels of district administrators.
The possibility of budget cuts thw-.rting existing or potenlial
Universities offe1ing prog1arns in elemenwry school administration
counseling programs is a concem. P1incipals know that regardless of
need to include a course that addresses administrative issues in
the qualit}'Of instructional programs and teaching. ··if a student walks
elementary school counseling.
in the door with baggage. thinking about everything else. he's not
The distinction between the priocipal's role and the counselor's
going to learn:· However. counseling isn't as vis i ble as test scores.
ro le lies at the heart of a successful counseling program. The roles of
athletics. and the arts. School s don't publicize the number of clllldren
the counselor and the administrator are distinctly unique. Sy nature of
and families who •Jere helped by the counselor. Ironically. the
the counseling 1ole. the counselor is in a mo1e advantageous position
confidentiality that creates ttle trust necessary fo, a good counseling
than the principal lo budge the gap between school administration
program also puts it on the endangered l,st.
and community. Ao effective school counselor becomes the ·· heart"
Elementary school counselors need to actively demonstrate how
of the school. providing the hurnan touch that links people together.
their work cont11butes to the oveiall school environment and the
enabling the administramr to focus on administrative tasks. Allowed
development of the students. The public may not yet vie· o/ counsel ing
to perform an appropriate role tile counselor can complement and
as the school's functi on, which underscores a need for more
enhance the administrators · role.
documen1.ation of the efiectiveness of elementary school counseling
The adminisuator's support of the counselor's role is a critical
in the literature (Hardesty & Dillard, 1994). If guidance and counsel
component in the success of any co,,nse.ling program, All of the
ing programs are to survive, counselors and p11ncipals need to engage
princ,pals in this study of successful counseling programs were
in effect,ve public refations. informing the public about the valuable
scrupulous in their adherence to and support of the counseb(s role.
contr ibutions made through these programs. (Hardesty & Dill.rd. 1994:
They viewed their role as providing guidance and empowerment to
Hughey, Gysbers & Starr , 1993).
. ..
the counselor; they welconied the ass,stance of their talents in achieving
The follow111g ,ecommendations are suggested for ,ndivr dua/s
school goals.
unending to create new or strengthen existing elernentary counseling
In some schools overworked p11nc1pals have counselo1s perform
programs:
administrative tasks to an extent that the counselo1 becomes the
Principals
unofficial assistant principal. Th,s �egates the role of the counselor
• Kno,1 the role of the elementary school counselor
and the purpose of the counseling program. The prir,cipals in this
•
Inform student.s. teachers. and parents of the purpose of
study ,,.,ere disappointed with the many instances in which they saw
elementary schcol counseling and the role of tire counselor
this happening. Their displeasure with counselors who perform non
• Define and maintain the counselor's role within appropnate
counseling school activities is consistent with previous research by
pararneter.s
\/acc. Thyne·Win�er. and Poidevant. ( 1993).
Principals have a responsibility to convey and define the pararneiers
Principais and Counse/o,s
of the counselor's role to parents. students. and teachers. One
• Establish frequent communiC<liOns
principal noted that a parents' common perception of need,ng a
•
Create mutual t1ust
.
counselor is . there's something wrong '.vith me or my child."
Counselors
Students sometimes have the same misconception. Principals can
• Maintain high visibility
focilitate acceptance and trus( of the counseling program by prov iding
•
Keep publics informed about your work and your successes
accume ,niorrnation that oullioes the program and the role of tile

threaten current 1>rograms. ··we have been blessed with an
outstanding counselor .ind nope that financial constraints ... will nm
diminish from this prog1am. The needs our children bring to us are
ever 1ncreas1ng. Every school needs a counselor [regardless of whatJ
your reduced lunch rate is."
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Several factors limited the findings of this study. First. a relatively
small sample of principals. assistant principals. and counselors was
interviewed. Additional par ticipants would be needed to saturate the
data and develop additional support for the themes identified.
Second. the data gathered were based on the objectivity and reliability
of the interviewers. Typical of interview data gathering. informant
integrity becomes an issue of rigor. Finally, the interviews were
confined to a midwestern metropolitan area. limit ing the generaliza
tions of results. Despite these limitations. the results of the study
reveal the significance of the role of the principal and the characteris·
tics of counselor/ principal relationships found in effective counseling
programs. The paucity of research on counselor/principal relationships
and the increasingly important role that counselors play io e lementary
schools suggest a need for addit ional research on this topic.
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Research projects have included the Abecedarian Project. a
longitudinal study of che effect of early intervention on at-risk child,en
which began in 1972 and continues today. and other research which
looks at issues concerning child development including child care.
health, disability, and family support. Products which have been
developed include training material i n early intervention. and
numerous books and othe1 publications (F PG, 1997).
The Wisconsin Research and Development Cente1 for Cognitive
Leaming was established in 1964. and is another example of a
i
resea,ch and development center. At the time of i•.s creat on. it was
charged with conducting basic resea1ch. translating research findings
into materials and p1ocedu1es that could be used in schools. demon
strating and disseminahng the information and products that were
created, and providing leadership to the f ield of education as a whole
(Klausmeie1, 1968).
Now called the Wisconsin Center fo, Educational Research. the
locus remams on improving education and conditions in the schools.
Cuuent and past projects have examined writing skills, the teaching
of mathematics and sc:ence. educational policy. child care for young
ch,ldren. special education and the educat ion or students irom cultul
ally diverse backg1ounds. Dissemination effo,ts include a nurnber of
newsletters and publications. as well as training and partnership with
schools as outlined rn individual grants and projects (WCER, 1997).

2 Regional research and deuelapmenc cencers

In 1966. t11e fedml government charted ten regional laboratories to
b1ing about educational improvement. These laboratories are still in
existence today and address a number or educational concerns
,nclud,ng rural education: assessment and accountability: cuniculum,
learning and inst1uction: technol ogy: school change p1ccesses.
language and cultural diversity; urban education: and early childhood
education. The laboratories offer publicat i ons and consulting services
to educational agencies, and ,nformation is disselllinated on the Internet
as well as through more. ccnvemional sou1ces (NWREL. 1997)
The far West laboratory was chattered as one of the regional
resea,ch and development cente1s in the mid· 196o·s. Berg and Gall
(1989) wo1ked the1e developing min,courses for teache1 inse,vice. In
199S. the Fa, West lab became 1Nest£J. and their work continues in
a number of educational areas(WestEd. 1997).

3. No11pro{,1 01ganizaiions
Anothe1 source of 1esearch and development in education is
nonprofit organizations who gather ptivate and public funding to
create new educational products. An example of this type of 01ga111i,tion is Zero to Hiree whrch was founded in 1977 by leading expe11s
in the field of child development and which ·· disseminates key
de',elop,nental mfo,mation. tra,ns pt0v1ders. promotes model
approaches. . and works to increase public awa1eness about the
significance of the ficst three years oi life·· (Zero to Three, 1997).
P1oducts available From Ze10 to Three include a monthly jou,nal.
numerous books and other publications. videotapes and ttaining
opportunities wh,ch are all ptov,ded at a very 1easonabte cost.
Another example of research and development which was done by
a consortiulll of indivi duals and nonprofit agencies is the Survival
Sk,lls Workshops for Urban Women curriculum which is desc1ibed at
length late, in this paper. It was des,gned by teache1s. soc ial workers.
home visitors. and graduate students who were working directly with
low incorne women. They came together for the specific purpose of
c1eacing 1he mate, ials which Were ult,mately produced, Funding came
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From federal and state grants. private donat ons, and through the
..
··sweat equity of the develope1s themse lves (l. Thurston, personal
communication, October 30. 1997).

4. Comme1cia/ companies

Perhaps the most successful ,eseaich and development is that which
is done fol profit. Educational materials produced by comrne1cial
enuties include much of the educational software. textbooks. assess
ment tools. and hands on mater ials that are used in the classroom.
These mater i als are developed using the same steps that a,e outlined
below, and many are meticulously tested ,n a school environment.
The testing for compute, sortware recommended in Apple ( 1994) closely
parallels the Borg ten step process
Research and Development Cycle

Borg & Gall outline a ten step research and development cycle
which includes.

I. Resea,eh and information collecting

Needs assessment is a vital piece of the research and information
collecting phase of the cycle. The researche1 must determine if the
p1oduct or p,ocess that is being designed will be considered valuable
by futuie users. A need can be defined
as "a drscrc.pancy between an
i
existing set of conditions and a des red set of conditions'" (Borg &
Gall. 1989. p. 761). McKillip (1987) and fullan (1991) feel that needs
assessment involves value judgments on the pa, t of resea1che1s and
subjects alike which determine p1iorities, and which can have a huge
impact on the implementat ion of the finished p1oduct.
The first step in a needs assessment is to determine the identity of
sta�eholders. Johnson, Meille1, Mille, and Summecs ( 1989) divide
stakeholde1s inco two groups- consumers. those who will be using
the p1oduct. and prov,ders, those who supervise or assist consume1s
in its use.
Stakeholders at all levels can be expected to give subjective
info1rnation that will come from p1evious expenence and values. This
may or may not be rellable and helpful to the researcher. Therefo1e, in
addition to simply asking participants above thei1 perceived needs. it
is important to examine mtistics and attifacts that may give more
objective views of the situation. It may also be helpful to observe the
behavior of those involved to determine the actual level of need for
the product. If the 3M company had 1nie1viewed office workers and
asked them if they needed little pieces of paper to make notes that
could latec be 1emoved. they probably would have received little
response. However. they tested the marketability oi sticky notes by
handing out free samples. Once the office worke1s we1e able to use
the litlle yellow note pads, their value became apparent, and they
shared them with friends and begged fo1 lllDte- which created a
market for the product. (Nayak & Ketteringham. 1986).
Next. a lite1ature review should be conducted to dete1mine if the
p1oposed p1oduct is al1eady in existence. 01 perhaps has been tried in
anothe1 form previously. II no information can be found rega1ding the
topic being explored. that would indicate that eithe1 there ,s a need
lor information on that topic or that the1e is virtually no inte1est in it.
A value judgment would need to be made at that time 1egarding
whether 01 not to continue.
Another aspect of the needs assessment p1ocess involves looking
at the level oi resOUiCes of the 1esea1che1s to determine if it would
be feasible and p1ofitable 10 develop a given product. Borg and Gall
( 1989. p. 785) suggest that the following four questions be asked
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and ildhcrm to Ihrougi>out ttlt ~Ios>mml process (Apple. !994)
re5Ur<iIer

3 Ot~lop Pltiimino'y {of'" of plIXJI/CI
Ad R(,() !"O)CdS lhould be dts:gntd ""II> SPe"lic obt",~vtS on
nund, G.ogrv: 1988 U~I ~lo&nelS 10 Ictep the resu~s of <fI1)i,ol
tWlng .1 the ""d'OIlI wIltn (rue,,& n~ prooocts and mm". I.
-Tt>t,ti",e, It is e5Kll~al thot ~ dt~'td WICO",.S oIllv: ~s.grv:d
IrlSifocoon ht ,ltarlyanJ u"..mblioous~ stoted Thesc OUI(",'''15 Irc
V3'iOosly 11!.,,,,d to i s be"-"'Ofa l obie(ilvtl, Iwn." OO"':I,,'U, C<
pc'!OflNnCt 0b!W,ivo.' ( p.12 1)
The cfl:ui<.ln of th t prototype ~'C5SCS tht CooI! nl p,,,e of th,
R&D ",mit. A prototype of th e plopootd prOl !ct sIrou ld bt plOp.ro d
d"W1ng on "scarch "~lrd "'i rot il lub;ecl maTtI'. ' '' 0 Ju r", ng t~
A, the p" l,mrnI'Y form il p,cduced. tht dcyc lope r Will m.,~
de<: i,ion' ,tx>oJt wl" t will be !j UBht, I nd Jilool tloe k"'nn ,,, whICh
tile ;;ootent "" II be prcS!nted
A ~"gn .. 01 ~ler ooi!w'''t m:omm~mh thn tl1~ d(~fln 01
thf: proIoI~pc emboojy uoe pr<.>j«t's cO(\(~Pt, P<J'posot and m u~"s,
Tlr .. apr>l~' to otllt' med .. as ~II f;octCt'l to COOl.!.' ""htr' O'el~ne
I PJOIO!ype .hCtM oncltide · ~"""IJO(~, C(II1flSWiCY. ~Ilglgement dcI'd.,
lun. aMd afklldob,l.ty· (Awl!. 1994. P 128)
Aoolhtq>.a!t of tlus Itep os to ~ ~ method lot f.cld ttSIonA Ih~
producl The okvtlopcr "" '. decode; who (he ((«tII ... 11 be. anJ wha(
qUf:<l ..... ~ wolf be ~>IOe<:I reg.J,dons poss,blt UIU lor thf: fin,ihtd prOd ·
"d (8"'i & wll. 1989) Th,s (Cit pfan shoufd bt (ilmly loed to the
c<i"",f obt<alvtS of II>~ p!Cf«;l Il OS ,mPOft,lnl to odenl,fy wll.lt win
be an end peonl!¥tn a( tllos n'l)! «age (0 '~lolKl: th .. t the PKljtCl d... ~
not l~ 011 ~ II I< of rt~ own ud compi!l(l)! ch .. n;tt shape bolo" II ..
(omplt!«l (Apple 1994).
~

Pu-hminc:IY (wid Its!.",
Once the fi"t draft 0I1~ f/'OdlJt1 's a.m:>ItItd. rl should be le~
on a <m .. n Silmp;., 01 ~"'I uS!r1 ... the WIlt type of errv_OIlmen(
1.II.U in wluch II w,lI be uscd Tr5ltfs shllUlcI bt dosc'Y non'lon:d
and •• k<d for luggnbon$ al>oU1 'mp!O'>'lnS tile !"oduc;\. In ,ddtOll
Ihr: dc>octo;:.<" should do 5O~I~ lype 01 objectM leSlo"& 10 <let!"""v:
If go;ofs arc btln~ met. Fe< example. a group 01 tt.. chtrs who I\'!" a
f<i(.'{ g'wp It!b"ll ' spec.1..: type of <!lSeJV>te 1I~,n"'a repor ted lhal
1~ ItIt thai tho ullnlng WOI ~Iy ..... Iv .. bit, oot no ~~m ill
JOel, t~od1lnc ""' 1 OOIt d J"",,'I~al oI>!er .. 1>On 15 neceSSlory in arlie,
to con form thu tht trll! obttcti~ 01 th~ R&D pro,..:t lit J!'IOo<d
bt ln g mtt Th, ft.wtOomt meet can p l.~ i b,~ po rt '" tl\o pr! ll ml '
n. ,y telll,,& proce,! btCIUS! testt rs . nd "' ".rects ... ed to ~ 50
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/,Ja;" p;om.c! ,,"i,iM

Af( .. thl prd.m11W)l f;,1d ttll" corrcI.te<l, lIot produ(l M«dl to
t.. '<:vised to ~
COO1Pl<t~ .ut. MC<t ment ..... u th'l pQot\!
,houfd lit gMl1 to iU loon on ili~on to ,tl sub.un(e. OtoS .....1
.houJd t.. m.c. .boul priMMa st~c ,n the tlSC of ~ wn«en product
Grlph,e des'in. navigauon. ont., fK. Jnd dtbuWni IhQufd bt
<on$ldtrm when w"I!k,"i ",,<tI, moll,mcd'J compute, sohwo "
Du .. b,hty '$Sues ,n thf: Col" cI ~ to)' 0< g.amc woN need to be UWl
UUO accounl (OIllttlt $hould be ed,ted .nd P'OOf~ lot K(U'KY and
e<>mom, Pl.3ns will 1lt r.".hztd lor thf: om .~ lid<:! (ewna dunna thrs

""",,'Y

"0
6 M"u .., flrld (mill,!:

I\cco!d,nl!. 10 Apple (1994). thf: .... on ttSh,,& process lho... oteur
In th,.. pha~: u<l, lestonl:.IWl<Lon~f t!Sbna. ind cont.nt teSbn,
U", t.<u,,& ""'nlJncs Ille 'd~toonshlp lltlw«n the prorioct ,nd the
"od.. nce b wt"ch II was onl~d. Aspects to coosKler InclUOe tilt
~ lhat the prodlJtl ,ust.uru the Inlerelt 01 !he USC'. rlS atxhry 10
m"" ~(le!:iror: Ie~,"llg objcc~ .• nd ""hc~htf torlltttd uscfl ll~e thf:
pr",,"Cl ~<>d ltd 1I",t rl meet, 11\0 onleoOed object, .... s In .. dolt.o::>n.
\I\tr•• rowld be '>O!'Ile prO<ld~" to ,.,1'0 so. II Slullen1S JIt Iwrung
'''' cootent llul "p,."n((d, ,n d LI Ihe product hi' met 115 OI lgJrIIl
,,~

funn"",. 1 t"li ng looks It the f"''''''t of 11\0 projfCI In tht CISC 01
rn ult.rned,. COO"TVJleo progrlml. th is
01 t'S!lns !>~rrr" ... s lhe
gI' phor: <Ie"~n , dunbil, ty. cOfTlPallb ll,ty w.th V~'IO\JI ccmp uters , ~nd
Ih. w.y Ih'l the prO&,. m !!SjXlndl urr lle, the >ctui l cond itions In
"""K:h It wiU be u>ed (Orllljloodi0e 1.»Is "'1th prin t mlttfll l would
lool it btu", ,ud1 a, b< "~ in& ~oethods . tYl>e of P3 P~ r, pr"'t ~u
,.,.j 'I)-le , .nd """, II bma( lrld c<z~rri" l Kl!r
(""tem "",uld be t(\\(d by 5OO1~or .. ""to !5 In e>;po:l! .n In
appropoi.te cooten! .<e•. afid wt>:o hIS no( t--. a p.t rt of tilt produ,(
dc>oclopmtnt The pl\ld<J<:t ","wid be c~ lor accuw;y. mv.(Wl
and phow, shoold bt Iab~l!d lPP'Oi',jllefy lnd sptflong .. nd
gr.mm.. >hoold be ",,~ullt!. Apple (1m) Sims that f,nd""
QOJ~ljfoed tts:." " nO! .. dJffM:ult .. mUonS SUf! doJt they Wot, aU of
til( mal",.f and thn they go OWl ,( .Ill more InJn om to 'nsu~ tII.lt
thf: ,nJocm:obon potSCnted IS .b",futdy ~t
As ,mporunl .. lhe IoeIlons pooc~ .. It•.1 ;. ",uf to \;now """" to
MOl> T~ will always t.. ~bOOiI l<~tull:S I"-t would be noa to
add. and woOOcrfuf we&'Sloon, for ""proye.-1ltnt of II>! prOduct aoe
bahl< to rome fJOf'llhe rICId IoeIteJ'S Apple (1994) u!i" ~IopcIS .. t
I"'. POUlI to Mum 10 lhelr o"giOlf plan ~nJ ob,..:to.".. and to rtla,n
I""
sooncd at the bfVnnon, of tire P<O)tCI

ph."

''''''''pl ......

I; .. rmpolUn1 to a.w a lill( ., th( \.>nd and soy INI aoy
1!l1,,'( 011 Oil( ufo 01 thf: Ii". ne~ 10 get r.n,ih.d and tened
,ompittdy befe«: thf: pm<ilJtl sh'ps Any Imu" on th. Ol/It,
sille te"1' ,,~ 0, put "'10 ano1"'" _SLOIl WitlloUl tIllS
lin •. the pr,,!c<1 f..w,ts conhnu! to grow and ItIt 'nittal
PU'~' . nJ l""1' ;ttl ",bvt,tt{j Of clwlged w,1hout co~:ous
tllw;:/ll Th! tm, III !he scht<!~! (Nt Ih I lint 15 dI.wn, tl\o
more eh.n" t~ p:oj<o1 will r.d Ag.,n, I", prodlJtt pi1n 01
J;<0p0!J1should I>c u.. d!O m lhele 1''''5 (p 219),

7 Op(rallO<lai produci "vi,;oo
Op.r. li ooal prod ...:t ""sion
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In the next step. members of the team used surveys and Focus
materials and documentat,on that will be necessa;ywllen the product
groups to identify the topics that would need to be covered jn a ser,es
is shipped and sent off to schools 1n its final fom1- without the
or workshops tha, would be presented to the target audience.
developers present to oversee its dissernination and use. Handbooks.
Proressionals 1n the fields of education. social work, health. nutrition.
instructions and other supplementa1y materials are developed al this
etc.. members ol the inner city community. people who had risen out
mee. The p1oduct should be packaged ,n "Final form" sent to a
or poverty. and low income mothers themselves were all polled and
school or other intended audience group.
,esponses were grouped according to specific categories. In addition.
&. Operal:orial field lesling
the computer records or a local television station's "Call lor Action..
Oper.tional field testing is done by regular school pe1sonnel and
hotline were examined to determine e,ommunity concerns. Once the
materials should be used in as natural a manner as possible. The
topics were identified. lists were d:stributed to experts to prioritize in
developers or the product should have little or no input at this point
order to dete1mine which should be covered with the greatest inten
because it 1s time to see how the product is used by people who are
sity. A task analysis was done to determine the best way to present
not familiar will', it. Questionnaires should be distributed to determine
the inFormation.
if u,e almost Finished product Is 1n a form that 1s understanoable and
The team then broke into ·comminees who were charged with
usable to the consumer.
developing
modules to address the topics that had been chosen.
9. Final product revision
Prototypes of each session were deve loped. and the entire team
i
final p1oduct revision is simply a f inal ed ting or cement. and minor
continued to meet to ensure that each segment or the prograrn was
adjustments that are made based on the Feedback received during
true to the original intent and mission of the project. Sample work
operaHonal Field testing. following this final revision. materials are
..
shops or mockshops" were created. Field testing was conducted ,n
prcduccd in quantity and marketed to the imende<l audience.
two phases. the first on each module individually as it was
10. Dissemination and imp/emenlolion
completed. and the second on the series of workshops in a more final
Research and de'lelopment must occur in partnership with develop
lorm. Initially. facilitators presented individuals modules to a variety
ers and consumers working together through ,11 phases or the project
of groups including Head Start teachers. women on probat,on. and
to create a product that will truly meet the needs or the consumer.
community organizations. Data was kept from pre and post testing to
This is bemg recogn1ied in business as well as education. ,�irplane
see i[ the content presented was learned. observers attended the
design is one example. •rhe 777 was not just des igned with the
sessions to observe the behavior of the presenter and the pa1t1cipants.
customer in mind- it was designed with the customer in the room ..
and interviews were conducted both immediately. and six to eighteen
(Black. as cited in Endres. 1997).
months after the training to see if the information had been useful in
In order [or the R&D process 10 woik. there must be substantial
the long term. Readability levels were checked to make sure that aff
responsibility placed on the shoulders or the developers in the area of
written materials would be presented at a firth grade level. Team
dissemination and implementation. The ideas contained in the
members developed and identified research tools dunng this phase
prod�ct rnust be sold to those who could benefit from the product's
that would be used during the full scale testing process.
use The U.S. Office or Education has established the National
The second phase tested the modules as a completed curriculum.
Diffusion Ne�Nork to assist in the dissemination of successful R&D
Ten 3-hour workshop sessions were presented as a series. Details
products. Commercial companies may assist in the marketing and
such as the seating arrangements. and the best procedures for breaks
dissemination [or products that they w,11 be handling. Developers need .
and snacks were reviewed in addition to the content or the lessons.
however. 10 stay in touch with consumers at every stage of the R&D
Rev,s,ons were made to make the content clearer, to remove material
cycle. (Gorg & Gall. 1989).
offensive to participants. and to insure that the material was pre
sented in a way that was interesting and motivating to low income
Examples of R&D
women who for the most part had not previously been successrul in
school or other training situations _ Once a final Form ror the modules
Survival Skills Workshops for Urban Women
had been completed. materials were printed. and operational testing
The Survival Skins program designed under Lile leadership oi Dr.
was performed. Trainers who had not been a part or the development
Linda Thurston of Kansas State University to teach skills necessary for
p1ocess were 1<ained and sent to different areas of the country to test
everyday life to low income women is an excellent example or the ten
the program. facilitators are given a script to use when presenting. so
sl�P process outlined by Borg and Gall ( 1989). The project originally
at this stage the method or training trainers as well as the content and
grew out or a need. I lome visitors working w,th parents or young
format
of the package was evaluated.
disabled children in Kansas City. Kansas in the late I 970's became
At
the
present ti,ne. the program 1s in use in thirty states. two
concerned because the parents v. rho were part icipating in the services
coun1<ies.
and
has been translated into Spanish. Additional progiams
were often distracted or un�ble to work with their children because
[or
men
and
youth
have been developed as well. Data continue to be
their low income status kept them in a state oiten of constant cris i s.
collected,
and
often
the results have been very positive and rein
They attempteo to find matecials to use with these fornilies in ceach·
fo1cing.
Most
people
score
near 100% on the post tests or the content
ing them liie skills and were unable LO locate any programs which Fit
presented.
and
personal
experiences
ror trainers and participants alike
their needs. Therefore. a team of twelve professionals including teach
have
been
very
gratifying.
ers. administrators. home visitors and graduate students was put
Or. Tl\urston reels strongly that the program has been successful
together to create a program that could assist low income "''Omen in
because
of the ex.tensive research which was conducted during the
becoming more independent. After 3 1/2 years of research. the
development
process (l. Thurston. pe1sonal communication. October
Survival Skills p1ograrn w<1s developed.
30 1997)
.
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the ruooJIW ,.,..,lable Tilt oog;l>l COOII \I1oold bt loPl In ", ,,1<1
An """~ of an • .:Io.utJo/l prodoct wh(h ..... s CluterJ by ,
th~ wlodl ~ _
U"",""dO\IS d,~ 00 !ht ","'I 01
toIIWotIc~ tnlt'P'1 It 01 a mulM'td.~ ~ prooeram
... LIlod
the ~ (Apple. I~)
-vo.on of the 30's' k WI. "''''N ly aroc.....d b\I a I!Jch sthooI
S lade 0/ Iral,ty Ihd:
It~, . nd I,b, ... '~n to ttiCt1 tilt Crol't. 0/ Wrolh b)' Jolon
SC .. nbec~
II:tIawIodp 01 lh< {Nr9t P>(xUI If! tducl\lOO II . nocI\tf ",til
II .....1 exp.ndood ,lid ~red lor _ I dow,b\rIoon ... «JCIIltUb~
~ 01 tduaollONl lOZI,di MId de- [llpn.lI l_
On! 01 the
dbt by Applt Cortl(Iutt,:Ir'od VIINGS U lurn"" 1nIom\ru:tI.~
'1Pl'Cl1 01 m" PIOCt:l1 .. Ihat {hlo&e (100,0'5 bolt .... htr> ou,ddd trs
nwll OSstum ml.nd .,form;obon pll>trln i W11 not MI~bl< , but
hM In In".unt nl ,n tht !lc'lllopme'll 01 lilt PfOIt{t II ,t ps ~Icl)g
the PfOItC{ _tl~ ,,~CUI. of • nmilo plOSoMl onIor~I >OO . bouI
Tht bolt ~ -'" drvtlop nom aron ..../Im tht drYeOPll alld
lilt dIrpru~on to h,UI sd>ooI scOldtnts. PIonnorc ondudtd dtc.I!.oI
tilt
IU~ -.I: OOSt'lhtt to IIkfltdy ~(~ ~ .....
m.ll "", ~ org.an,ntJon d lilt !II11t,,"1 and ... lln:h of n~1
III b~
.upporl
lor oil ulO from tilt pr~c~baIlC' I~ UP mtud C>f rrtl<l1 (I ..
'Riftam ont.l«U OIlor rope tolOOCMr ~t IUnIOn ."d Bob~brD
iK\mIIIJMIDI Itwf - .
the an2""') OtSlVltrl 0( I:ht pIOI)'iHI\ I(te<l U "",lUll e.oo:;wtI JIId
edIIcn. A IIfOI£JIWO _ drvt~ !It.wI and
[M".: thol
k """' • /onullli f t'OIIlboNl>On oIlht "Ihl filCtorI· a CfJtaI
~1oIOn, tn. ~ 01 00< I«t.on WII cllVtjtd
whoch me, nl
""S$-IO .u pporlln d 11"0. II,. praa:s> of It lurn", """""
~1 '1>OIt than )(Xl """En ~Cl\.Wtd madir."'11011 b;lI d'It g ..
ft:IIlt(U lhe rrwnltrl . roc. needs 01 "ldo"'dwls and ~ :Ind
tor. !tit
~t the t.n.shtd prodUCI ..... ' muo;h mort .U,I(lM .. lHtonC IfIChlCltd
.1 lilt _
bmt f.c~,ulel. ItKaobll:O, .nd prods peq:JIt Irl
prooI'Ri ill quoks.o ld It~rocu ndy(\ed ,n tilt conltn ~ n wtll u
ch.nge lIl'OLIIh. f)fOI'UI ofl1lum....,l~ I~d deatrne nt.1 fill
lel~ng lor b</&"QI p'obIrms in Iht {omputt' p'''ir.aml'T"n&
llId It.n Or'Ilht w~ to irutill/bOfllfJll,,& (or, II'PPfII P.l t•.
, Tho
IIM:Iop nenI Itlm IXINGlCd 01 Itn ptOpIo ""', !h.
It)OCllll21 lilt chingt " ~ (FulLon. 1991 p 921
aI ant
}/til. ftI do!velopmerlt C05b ....... ~,iIIdt \.80,000 (~
1'J9oI)
6 I.od of dllStm,naliOll

VolCft olille lO',

,,,,,,ltd

pt,,,,,

Tt.. m.loonl rup

e"," II,",,,,, ,, Nkau

n....

~. ~
b«n upt>>ef\Ud "' lilt R&D poocm Nvc
1~1td POItIlWl p,lll lll. 'nd WI)'I " whoch Ihfy an br ."",<If:t.I

I AlorIy dlDWI ,0011

The ncc:ts i1Ssusmenl PfCUU un S"T~ net be U'de,s.t .ltd WStH
IhftodI rn>~ "",I "'nl( to ,uu,d "" m;oy not hlw ' I'YIIUilCtoon "
III ~ m;oy not mUI the MMI 01 the COIIil••n. " 01 tilt I'fO'1KI.
l'JOOuuli • pl\IIIucI SImPly for ~I own S>Ioc (In br dig_
2 Mokmg lilt PfOI«)'J If 1(1<1 00111"'"
Boll o.r.<l
(1919) ",un thH rna"'n, Iht JIIQUK)'Pt lOCI pohsioed
an bra WJilt 01 ~t:I arod III'IIt They ... tilt dM\op tI to put
m~'''''''m dbl ,nto dtYdOl""C' ~,npIc QI!he prodoJ(l whoch
....
10M Inle,,'I) I'OO """ QI (Onl..,l, MlrJ 10 Iotu ••• "", II 00 the
tilt
Iurrwla I"-Y H"I .... br ..... d on ~11>n& tht ........ at""" Tilt
~ ,hQU4d bt 'II~~ tllOOlr' 10 no! dOIU3o:t IhoK ""'" woW
br "''''& Il WI nU1nf1OU1 Chlr.gt l'" Io~ to bt mack dun"i Iht

c..

,nl,mlrll'y

poh$h onto

~

iI

preens.

Ie

,I

~ I,u~

IOrtIt 10 puc much

jIfOduct IllhG s"ll!

1. uptru

Sonw: RbO prqecll

[iJ braust

tht

~Q\)m

l.Oldeoestunat. lilt
{cnI 01 cn::r.~ • new poacIucl 80rt (, Cd (I.)
rII~", • ....n1l thty
tIIiIlhr ,,~o of 1-10-10,"",,(1\ I u.cd ... ,"Gullly to UII1N~ tilt
rXperll( Qr ruardl ilnd ~09"'t~1 If II rn.Ibon <s \ptI'llltl do tilt
b;au; "I(ardl ~ for • p1OJl(l 110 moIoon WIll bo needed 10
carry It ihIouc!Ill'It O(ltfiIU"",,1 fOlld Itlt suI". Jnd '100 d"" ""II

br

~nl",

I1I¥IUfilCturlng aod

d,»c"'mmo~.

1111

,,~

ato;u,Kdy ULtr'IOU lroo (0;11d bnnp't& !he pIOducIlO
hM tvr.ioa In pIxt bdort eN 1JIOftt1 i:qol'lS

Illtrtfort.lo

"'"In, .nd w

51~r 0/ PfOttCl
HOW'III , p i PI<l!KI phn In p~ _me bqln"" 'il 01 ~ .. P'OIC"I
'" 1lfa"" Y 11'1 0Idtr to Ioc:u. Ilw: IOCIp(. 01 wh.1I II IltroIpt rd
hlt>CuII.~y ,n u.. 1101 d .dClCitloo vd\eIe It ~ uS)' to
look arQ<.<l(\
kiffi~fy -.II rvtry'/I'iltrt. ,I ' I \(m[Itl! 'lIto l>Ioo<kn tho '>llIl"
01
lho .nwpnst to II\dudt rrocrt chon an Klu.Uy br iddot$icd WI!h

4

one
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~n

RbD

~M

dos.rmrn;ollOO na. nut

~

b«n c1w. buill ..til ItI lilt pro<ns ·'Oroao pm."r 0111 1_
v.lloOrI
ID hM bHn ,"~td to mun .Imo<{ f'o'tryt!llnc
from tl<>q " nl Ir..orW u l l~n lfi{'hOtlS 10 {IIef"' field leSlJlli 01
mnd.rd iztd p.Octrklin Ind 'do!\eIIIIII.h",,. ~1'n(OPIpalocd ... h
YOIntd Ktr>'tIIS as pqrlm ~. n<W5leum. jOUfNl .,(ide>
.nd <yIltm.ltll Irpi " ' bOtl oIlaul p"'C'.ms" (Plont (, 8t 1~"'I', 1912
P 29) TIIno ,uth".. "'''!lOU lilt (InllOO 01 ~Sh:1IOII MId
modd lI"'if"T I.tNl on be otpIialt d " • _ _ 01 stWOiS Ot:twr
~5U"" wutm !luI d:!W'1I!1'hon II ~ ~loly to be .. (toUlo!
whtn lroo product ~s be,n II\Oro"" "y 1<sled . nd found Ia be
dfr.lM: ""'M oIl1'1ttlS lilt nm! oIlht .odop!lng 19tnC)' MId when
funding ~I bftn mode .YOIobbio U ~m'f'ljtoon (S:llIu. (911)
The Io;ey to 1110 dlSsem,n.tIOn poxnl " KMII)' In foIIaotinS. 1I of
Sc<& llId C>l1 (9189) 1M SlOP dMlop m.nl JlfOII"" The Survrv>f
Slab b Urbon Womrn """"....... ""IS ldop\fd "" • ...r;k ~ fill

'P!lC'"
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with nondisabled students of similar ages (plus or minus two years).
and these students represented the natural proportion or similar
students in the district. 1n sumrnacy1 inclusive educational experiences
were on-going. not sporadic 01 episodic.
To dace only a limited history exists Uiat describes how these schools
became more ,nclus;ve. For example the Catlett ( 1998) and Safisbury
et al. ( 1993) studies show a picture of local commicment to school
restructuring. In both cases. a bottom-up picture of change has emerged.
with parents and teachers as initiato1s of change in school philosophy
and practice. This contrasts with the ;epons in other states where
restructu,ing ,ni1iatives for inclusive education have come from mte
or local administ<ators (Sage & Burrello. 1994: Villa & Thousand.
1992). Common to either route to change is the need fo, local
planning. Indeed. Deal and Peterson (1990) and fullan (1993) note
that ultimately the success of a reform initiauve depends on active
involvement of the leadeiship and staff at an individual school. G.ven
the magnitude ol change required to establis�, and maintain an
inclusive school. establishing a building-based planning model is a
critical mit,al step {Campbell. Campbe ll. forbes. & Brady. 1998).
In the rest of this papec we desc,ibe a local planning model used in
,oojunction with an mdus1ve education initiative in one state. A
description or the planning model is del,ncated. and ,s followed by a
case example of how the ll'lodel was implemented.
The Building-based /nseruice Model; A Case Example
The Building-based lnservice Model (see Campbell et al.. 1998)
was developed in response to state-wide requests for assistance to
build a planning and suppo1t system for local .schools. The goal ol ,he
request-for-assistance was to seive dive,se populations of students
better within general education environments. To accomplish this. the
project \vas to establish school-based planning teams who would. in
turn. develop school improvement plans. In addition. the planning
teams were to ass,st teachers withm each participating school to
acquire the skills and knowledge needed to support diverse popula·
tions of students. thereby making the school ,, more inclusive
educational setting.
1he assumption of the Building-base(! lnservice Model is that a
local school can prov,de an inclusive education H five criteria are rnet·
1. Constituents within the school (administrato,s. teachers. related
service personnel. parents. students. paiaprofessionals) become
committed to providing quality inclusive education:
2. Members of the l(.v�al school gain obtain community and neighbor
hood involvement and support:
3. Capacity to identify needs and propose solutions to problems is
generated from within the schcol:
4. School constituents acquire know ledge and skills tliat promote
exemplary educational practices: and
S. Technical assistance needed to suppott implementation and
evaluate student outcomes is pmvided systematically.
Since the project was to restfucture schools around the logic of
inclusive education. we adopted the assumption that educators can
team to extend and expand their capac;ty 10 collaborate with other
professional educators (Thousand & Villa. 1992). Because the compe
tencies needed to teach d,verse populations of students cross many
l,nc.s. we adopted operational guidelines that required shared exper
lfse 1athe1 than assigMd expertise That is. w,� ope1ated under the
logic that students would benefit from inclusive educational
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experiences tf they could obtain the shared expertise of a school staff,
rather than the expertise of only a single teacher or program to wh,ch
they we1e assigned.
The School
Horace Mann Elementa,y School. a bu,ld,ng housing grades K-6 in a
mid-sized midwestern town of approximately 75.000 people. served
as a training site and as an inclusive education demonstration selling.
Ho1ace Mann was located in a racially and ethnically diverse. lower to
middle SES neighborhood on the edge of the city. Although the school
was over 35 years old . it was well maintained and matched the
ordered. manfcured appearance of the community.
'Approximately 400 students attended the school. and 72% percent
of them received free bre�kfasl'and lunch. The school housed one o!
the district's English as a Second Language programs. and contained
several separate full time classes for students with mild academic
d isabilities. There were 23 teachers and 15 support staff including a
librarian and paraprofessionals for Chapter I, music and special
educadon. The teachers were. generally young with an average teach·
ing experience of 5·6 years; 101 many, Horace Mann was their fi,st
teachirig ,ssignment.
There were four special education teachers assigned to the school:
three of the teachers had full-time assignments and one rotated to
another school. While most oi the students who received special
•ducation had mild disabilities. the district had initiated a plan to
;eturn all swdents with disabilities to tl>ei, home schools. In anticipa
tion of this. school personnel had begun to prepa,e. for several
students w,th moie complex disabilities {including those w:th rnental
retardation. emotional aod behavior disorders. and studems who are
deaf and have no speech).
Ho,ace Manr, was selected ror participation after a first year. fifth
grade teacher read a brnchure describing the school-based change
project and the technical assistance that was available for part1c1pat·
ing schools. We then cont;,cted the principal who was eager to
arrange for the project to be located in h,s school and to participate
active ly in it.
Developing Building-based Planning Teams
Three problem solving teams were deve loped as the initial activity in
establishing a bullding-based school change process. The problem
solv,ng was centered around g1adc level teams; the early p11mary team
consisied of grades K·I. The primary team included grades 2·3. and
intermediate team targeted grades 4·6. Membership on the teams
included rep,esentatives from each of the grades and any other teacher
or support person who would likely provi de services to any of the
students returning to the home school. A different special education
teacher was assigned to each team. This reltected a decision by the
teachers to assign students with disabilities to grade levels rather than
by spec,al education categones.
Project mfr provided the iraining and technical assistance to
prepare the teams to function as instructional problem solvers. The
project objective was for the teams to meet whenever there was a
student experiencing substanlial difficulty with acadell'lic perforll'lance.
personal or soc ial behavior. or school attendance. The team thus was
to serve as a p,oblem solving mechanism for students at-risk fo, school
failuie or ,eferral to special education. In addition. the teams were to
begin pl anning for. the students Jn other special education programs
who were to return to Horace Mann Elementary as theif home school.
Any teacher who requested assist;lnce could call for a planning team
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Brady. M.P.. Munter. 0.. & Campbell. P. ( 1997). Why so much
confusion? Debating and creating inclusive schools. £duca1ional
Forum, 61. 240· 246.

plan the transition well in advance of placement For exam ple.
students now make several visits to the school to learn about its
la yout p,io, to permanent placement; teachers become familiar with
the students and their idiosyncrasies during these visits.

Conclusion
The case of Horace Mann Elementary School demonst,ates that
when given support and the opportunity to work in building-based
planning teams. teachers can implement remarkable school reforms
that include many stvdents who traditionally have remained at the
edge of the educational mainstream. Much or Horace Mann's success
in becoming a more inclusive school rests. we believe. with the will
ingness of the staff to participate. m serious efforts to restructu,e the
way they did b.,siness. fullan ( 1993) noted that educational
restructur ing will remain elusive unless the goals and methods are
embraced by the community or profession�ls within a school. The
specific team strategies developed in this p;oject are consistent with
i
Fullan·s log ic. Teachers were engaged in local planning of activit es
and processes that would occu, within their own schools. The
emphasis of all activit,es was student-based. and the primary skill
sup ported by project activities was problem solving over problem
referral.
Much or the professi onal literature surrounding inclusive education
pits logic against reason and philosophy against prefe,ence, often
with a level of invective uncommon among profess ional educators.
While many debate inclusive education as a concept. Brady et al.
( 1997 ) noted that many educators are act ve y engaged in developing
i l
• pedagogy of ,nclus,ve education. linked with a restructuring of the
ways sell cols do business. like most exam ples of ,est,ucturing, change
at J lorace Mann was progressive. Even while the staff altered the
t ypi cal expectations and practices for teaching students with learning
problems. some teachers rema,ned skeptical Although the planning
teams were still operational three years after the project activities.
three teache,s had not partici pated in any of these activities: these
teachers reported that they still believed that students with disabilit ies
should receive their instruction awa y from the ty p ical classroom
settings. As one of these teachers ,epo,ted, 'Tve decided that I
cannot wo1k wi th th is student· she needs sp ecial ed."
We expect that the process of planni,,g fo, school change will
evolve during the upcoming years. What the Horace Mann experience
shows. however. is that building-based planning teams can ope.r ate

i

with a principal's support- within the context of problem solv ng
rather than problem referral. In schools whe,e this occurs, we expect
that obse,vers of inclusive education will continue to learn about
changing school practices by practicing schcol change.
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The reality is that certain students seem to need some kind
of extrinsic motivator for learning.

Energizing, Directing, and
Sustaining Motivation in a
Social Studies Program
David L. Griffin, Sr.

How many of us have postponed beginning a diet or exercise

program because we were too busy, too stressed. or because it v1as.

well ... Wednesday? Or. we begin a diet or exercise program with
complete dedicati on. but afce, a period of time, we become less and
less diligent abo1>t lollowing through on our ,egirnen. In each case.
motivation. or a lack thereof. is a significant factor in the unsuccessful
1ealization of our goals.
It shouldn't be surprising, then. that students often lack the
rnotivation to reach certain ed,i<:ational goals. This fact is perhaps
most apparent 1n students of the social studies. In 1eviewing seve,al
empirical studies. Shaughnessy and J .laladyna ( 198$) found that. at all
grade levels. students reported social studies to be one of the least
interesting. most irrelevant subj ects in the school curriclllum. Seve1al
hypotheses were orfered to explain students' lack of interest in the
social studies. Some claimed that the contern seemed unrelated to
students· lives and held much less importance fo, their career
purposes than mathematics or English, Others asserted that students·
attitudes were affected neganvely by ,heir perceptions or the learning
environment (student-teacher relationships. teacher enthusiasm).
Finally. poor. repetitive instructional techniques were blamed for the
negative attitudes held by students (Mass,alas r, Allen. 19%).
What. then can be done to build a more motivating social studies
program for studems' Perhaps a first step is to examine the term
"mot i vation" to ootain a better understanding of the concept. While
there are innumerable definitions or the word "mot ivation". th,ee
components seem co emerge. Moti vation 1s chat which ener�izes.
directs. and sustains behavior (Steers & Perter. 1983).
The primary component or motivation ,s the energizing function.
Th,t ,s what causes people to act. tc initiate a particular behavior so
that. for example. learning can t-lke place. Without being energized.
students would never engage ,n a task. much less cornplete it.
The dirr.cting function 01 motivation acknowledges the existence of
a specific goal and ,mplies that by engaging ·in a particula; behavior.
that goat is likely to be tealized. In other words. the behavior has a
purpose. Students ,>;ho are directed know what they want to accom·
plish. believe they have the ability lo be successful. and understand
that they must behave 1n a certain way to achieve their goal. Less
motivated students either do not know what their goal is. do not feel
they nave the ability. o, do not believe their behaviors will <l irect thern
toward accomplishing 1he1r goal.
fin, lfy. the sustaining role of motivation 1s that which helps people
persist in the behavior necessary Lo achieve a goal. Successful
David Griffin is Assistant Professor and Social Studies
Coordinator for the College of Education, Kansas State
University
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students sustain their goal·drrected behavior. always ttying
innovative. potentially more successful approaches to accomplishing
thei, task at hand. During the "sustaining" part of motivation. feed
back Is crmcal for helping students know whether their goal is closer
to being achieved.
These three components. ene,gizing. directing. and sustaining are
vital if a social studies program is Lo be motivating. Recall the
hypotheses that were given to explain the negative perceptions held
by students toward social studies. One hypothesis suggested the
content was not perceived as being very relevant or valuable. Thus, it
would seern there was fittle to energize students to set goals and
initi.ite behavio,s necessJry to be successful. Othe1 hypotheses
suggested that the interactions between teacher and students
negatively affected the learning environment. Without posiu'te
student/teacher relati onships, students would lack the motivating
direction ptovided by teachers. Not only might students lack an
understanding of the teacher's obj ective or goal of ihe lesson. but
they also. no doubt. would fail to comprehend the irnplication that
their behaviors have a purpose in achieving that goal. Remember, coo.
that poor. repetitive instructional strategies , nfluenced students·
perceptions of social studies. It ,s difficult to sustain goal·d�ected
behavio,s when students are bo1ed and are not involved in the
learning process.
Clea1ly. then. a motivating social studies ptograrn must address not
only what is taught. but also how it is taught. MO program can be
successful w ithout considering content. interactions. and strategies.
And. ,n improving each of those aspects. we cannot lose sight of the
three corr,por1ents or motivation described earlier Content in a social
studies program. then must be energizing, directing. and sustaining.
The interactions that occur between teachers and students must be
energizing. directing. and sustaining. And, of course. the same is true
for strategies utilized by teachers to delive, the content. The following
gives some ideas of how to merge the three important aspects of a
sochll studies program with the th1ee components ol motivation.
Content
A key element jn energizing students about the content of a social
studies program is for the teacher co be enthusiastic and energe,ic
both ,n delivery and demeanor. Gefore students can be energized.
they must be set on fire by what the teacher says and does. Social
Swdies teache1s rnllst convey that the content covered in their course
1s relevant to the students· lives. for exarnple. histo,y provides the
backdrop for understanding how events and issues have infhienced
the students' lives. Governmental decisions affecting national and global
societies have created a world both of opportunity and peril for
students. The cultural groups that are studied can give new meaning
to the students· sense of self as similarities and differences in ideolo·
gies and customs are explored. While these examples se1ve to provide
a framework fo, rnakiog the content of social studies relevant to
students· lives . not all students will see the connection to their
pa,t icular situation. In those cases. teachers must allow students to
ask the question. "How is this relevant to me'" And. equally impor
tant. te,che1s rnust give a deserving answer. Resorting to. "you need
it to graduate" or "it's on your schedule" or "don't ask foolish
questions," or any similar ;esponse is clearly 1n,,ppropnate. If a teacher
cannot give a deserving answer to th,t question. he or she needs to
rethink the content and purpose of the course.
Fo, content to be directing and sustaining. it must reflect diverse
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The reality is that certain students seem to need some kind of
extrinsic motivator for leaming. If a teacher senses this is true. indeed
"something extra" is required to electrify them into learning. then
why not use every reasonable means possible? The critical element.
however. is that the purpose of the extrinsic rewards must be dearly
defined to the learner. Then. too. extrinsic rewards must be used
careiully and in conjunction with intrinsic reinforcement.

Conclusion

A motivating social studies program for students is not unlike a
motivating diet or exercise program. In each case. the participants
must get energized. This will initiate the behavio1s needed to begin
the task. Then it is important that the behaviors are directed toward a
specific goal and that participants understand the purpose of the
behaviors in achieving that goal. finally. strategies must be in place to
help participants sustain interest and pers i st with the necessary
behaviors. Without all three components. success is unlikely. In a
social studies program. these motivational components must be
considered not only in the content. but also in the interactions that
occur be�.•,een teachers and students and in the strategies employed
to deliver content. Merging these concepts will provide a framework
for creating a desirable and motivational program.
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